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The original communications technology in world was the telegraph. The 
telegraph transfer mode lasted until the telephone was invented. The 
telephone was an evident improvement over the telegraph, it did not take 
long before the computer networks came. Computer networking bring a 
great revolution with data and voice traffic carried by the different 
standardised communications protocols such as Transmission Control 
Protocol/Intemet Protocol (TCP/IP). TCP/IP communication suite for 
internetworking has led to a global system of interconnected hosts and 
networks that is commonly referred to as the Internet.
Now mostly operating systems using TCP/IP for standardised 
communication. No doubt that the maturity of TCP/IP over UNIX is more 
stronger in case of fast and trusted communication environments. A 
network with TCP/IP under UNIX environment is not enough secure for 
intemetworking/Intemet. This is due to the host-to-terminal architecture 
(of UNIX), and its trusted TCP/IP based services.
TCP/IP intemetworking/Intemet environment some patches to UNIX and 
its TCP/IP based services can make them secure. The other operating 
systems with respect to their existing TCP/IP inetemetworking/Intemet 
services also need some patches. Most popular patches to existing TCP/IP 
based intemetworking/Intemet services are firewalls and Secure Socket 
Layer (SSL).
These patches are available via ftp or http from different sites of the 
Internet. Firewalls can protect the whole organisational network services 
from any external network or the external Internet users, while SSL can 
protect each business transaction.
Different firewalls have been analysed and proxy based firewall is 
implemented, tested and its weakness are measured. The weakness are 
covered by an additional program called Secure Link Interface (SLI).
However due to changing trend of the existing Internet style with respect 
to the bandwidth, speed, and Quality of Services (QoS), the life of existing
proxy based firewall is no longer. A new secure way for the future 
networking and the internetworking environment is also briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction to Thesis Organisation
1.1 Organisation of the Thesis
The aim of thesis is to address software based security issues on Internet, with an 
emphasis on functionality and security measures provided by firewalls.
Thesis is organized into ten Chapters. Chapter 2 is an introduction to computer 
networking. Chapter 3 gives an overview of TCP/IP and its relation to UNIX. Chapter 
4 is focused on practical configuration of UNIX based TCP/IP network/Intemet 
services. In Chapter 5 weaknesses of TCP/IP based Network/Intemet services are 
analysed. Chapter 6 introduces authentication and encryption mechanism used for the 
storage and the secure communication environment. In Chapter 7, secure network 
policy is defined for the Internet connection. The network policy is analysed on the 
basis of number of security threats existing in the Internet environment. The defined 
policy is suited to firewalls and Secure Socket Layer (SSL). Different types of firewalls 
are analysed in Chapter 8. An example of a proxy based firewall is described and 
conclusions are derived from the implementation. From the derived results some 
weaknesses are analysed. To remove these weaknesses an additional program named 
“Secure Link Interface” is presented. In Chapter 9, the results are gathered on the basis 
of experiments conducted for the firewalls in Chapter 8. The results provide an 
evidence that the Internet is secure from the number of threats.
New applications heavily rely on very fast communication networks with enhanced 
Quality of Services (QoSs). Chapter 10 addresses this issue, and also provides an 
overview of the networking over the Internet with description of the future 
implementations of the firewall.
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2. Computer Networking
2.1 Introduction to Networking
Twentieth century can be regarded as the age of the Information Technology (IT). 
Working styles are being transformed by it. IT has made it possible to collect, 
transport, store and process data instantly. Besides bringing precision in results, this 
saves valuable man hours and extensive manual labour. Once the breakthrough in data 
processing was made and mastered, the next challenge was to overcome the 
geographic barriers that caused the delay in sending data from one place to another. 
This barrier was overthrown with the introduction of computer networks. The goal of 
computer networks also included a better resource sharing, higher reliability and a 
better price or performance ratio.
According to Tanenbaum’s Distributed Open Systems book computer network may be 
defined as a collection of interconnected autonomous computers. Computers are said 
to be interconnected, if they can exchange information and autonomous if they can’t be 
started, stopped or controlled by another computer.
Networking computers are connected together by having a communication line. The 
communication line may be a telephone line, special circuit board, or else. The 
connected components of computer networking may be located in different locations, 
and still be able to work together providing fully transparent and reliable services. For 
example a home Personal Computer (PC), running a multi-user OS, and acting as a 
standalone host. The PC might be running Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) or 
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP). The PC via modem is connected to the normal phone 
line, to give phone call to another modem, where the remote host within (network or 
Internet) is listening modems for dial-in and dial-out connections. The home PC is a 
part of the network or the Internet, if allows both dial-in and dial-out connections.
The most important functional components of computers networking are as follows:
• Server
Server is a primary computer whose resources are shared and which handles the data 
requests. Its hard disks, Central Processing Unit (CPU) and printers are resources that 
the network OS monitors and makes available to other computers. A server may be 
dedicated, in which case only the network OS is running on it. It may be non­
dedicated, which means that the server can serve a dual role as a server and a 
workstation. A non-dedicated server has twice the work to do. The non-dedicated 
server is also called a standalone host and can exist independent from the other 
network devices.
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• Host
Host computer may be a dedicated or no-dedicated server, that provides application 
programs and databases support for large number of users those are connected to a 
network.
• Node
Node may be a router, gateway, host, terminal or some other network device. Usually 
node is referred to any communication link between two connected components within 
a network.
• Terminal
Terminal may be intelligent, dumb, or special-purpose. PC is an example of intelligent 
terminal (emulation). A dumb terminal has screen and keyboard. It has no independent 
processing capability and cannot function as a standalone computer like PC. The 
communication software transforms a PC into an intelligent video display terminal that 
can be linked to another host computer. The user at a terminal (PC) logs into a host 
computer to establish a communication link.
Note the term ‘Terminal server” is different than any other terminal. Terminal server is 
running cut-down version of OS, and allowing Data Communication Equipment 
(DCE) like modems, and Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) like hosts to connect it.
2.2 Advantages of Networking
Each component in the networking shares common resources. The sharing of 
expensive resources among computer users may be the computers themselves, 
databases, printers, processes, disk space, CPU, modems, or even of human expertise. 
In share resources, a user needs single terminal to access the entire network. Note the 
data and equipment are available to anyone on the network depending upon the 
network configurations.
Networking provides transparent access. It means to login a localhost and than via 
remote commands to work on the remote host. The working behaviour of localhost is 
same as of the remote host. The exchange of information between the localhost and the 
remote host is transparent.
A network can provide number of services, where most of the services depend on the 
OS configurations. The services may be news, audio and video programs etc.
The major task of computer networking is to maintain security of the distributed data 
and its services. A network with the Internet connection becomes more insecure. The 
security of the network over the Internet is a major task.
2.3 Network Topologies
Network topology is also called network configuration. The network configuration 
describes the layout of communication cables, computers, and peripherals. The three 
most popular Local Area Networks (LANs) configuration based on Institute of 
Electronic and Electrical Engineering (IEEE) 802 standard and additionally 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) which is a part of Broad-ISN (BISN) 
telecommunication standards are described next.
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2.3.1 Ethernet
IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard based on Carrier Sense Multiple Method 
Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) access control protocol. Ethernet, provides 
shared bus configuration. Each host has a unique address and its own transceiver. The 
host broadcasts packets in both directions so it will reach all other hosts at the data 
link layer within that network. Each packet includes the address of its destination and 
the source host, error checking packets and the data itself. When a host detects its own 
address in a packet the host reads the data up to the application layer, checks for errors 
and sends an acknowledgment to the sender using the sender’s address which was 
included as a part of the message. A simple bus configuration is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 Bus Topology
In this configuration when more than one hosts try to transmit the data at the same 
time a collision occurred and this collision is accessed by CSMA/CD protocol at 
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, where MAC is a part of the data link layer. As 
the collision is detected, and both hosts will wait a short random period before 
attempting to re-transmit the data frame.
Ethernet is good for small scale computer networks. Most of the LANs have this type 
of topology. However Ethernet has disadvantages that it is difficult with it to add a 
priority mechanism. All messages and hosts typically receive equal treatment in 
contending for the bus. Due to failure of any host path, the network traffic from failed 
path is totally disconnected from rest of the network.
2.3.2 Token Ring
Ring configuration network consists of hosts and links where link may be 
unidirectional or bi-directional. Each link connects two hosts one for the inbound 
traffic and one for the outbound traffic. The combination of hosts and links form a 
ring. In most instances data flow in one direction only with one single host receiving 
the signal and relaying it to the next node on the ring. Figure 2.2 shows a ring 
connectivity.
Figure 2.2 Ring Topology
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There are two most popular classification of the ring configuration one is Token bus 
based (IEEE 802.4) standard and other is Token ring (IEEE 802.5 standard).
Token bus IEEE 802.4 also called broadband. The broadband is the opposite of a 
baseband network (Ethernet standard IEEE 802.3), where baseband using digital 
signalling and whole signals of the communication media during transmission under the 
administration of the transmitting host, since there is no frequency division multiplexer 
that produced different carrier. The IEEE 802.4 is a physically bus configuration and 
forms a logical ring at the MAC layer. Frame format is similar to CSMA/CD in MAC 
with addition of a frame control field.
Token ring IEEE 802.5 usually a token is circulating in the ring. Without the token, no 
host can insert frames of data onto the ring. When a host wishes to transmit data to 
another host, it first captures the free token, than transmits the data for the destination 
host. The busy token with data is processed by the destination host only. The 
destination host receives the data and modifies the token. The modified token is 
received by the transmitting host and the host from the modified token verified that the 
data is received by the destination. If the transmitting host not requiring more 
transmission than releases the token and again a free token is circulating on the ring.
Token ring IEEE 802.5 can be very inefficient when traffic to the different hosts is not 
balanced. It is also more complex than CSMA/CD and costly to implement. However 
it has an advantage that a failed path node can be accessed via alternative path of the 
ring.
2.3.3 Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)
Another type of LAN is FDDI (dual ring) based on high speed network. FDDI relies 
on fiber optics instead of electrical cables. FDDI I was an improvement of speed and 
Token handling over IEEE 802.5 standard. Also FDDI I introduced multimedia 
communication service in which voice and data traffic can be flowed at the same time 
on the single communication link. New version of FDDI II provides circuit-switching 
network (also choice of packet-switching) and automatic error recovery system. 
Remember packet-switching is point-to-point communication, while circuit-switching 
is an end-to-end communication like ATM switching communication technology.
2.3.4 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
ATM is multimedia and multicasting technology based on B-ISDN standard for high 
bandwidth and low delay communication services. ATM is free from any 
communication topology. ATM for LAN connectivity can use favourite physical media 
known as SONET (Synchronous Optical NETwork). In SONET switches, 
multiplexers, and repeaters all are connected by the fiber optic.
More description about CSMA/CD, Token bus, Token ring, and all others major 
networking configurations are available in Appendix A.
2.4 Network Classification
There are number of ways to classify communication networks. The most common 
classification is on the basis of geographical scope. Networks have been classified as 
LAN, Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), Wide-Area Network (WAN), and Internet.
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2.4.1 Local Area Network (LAN)
Each computer in a LAN has an Network Interface Card (NIC) called LAN adaptor. 
The interface connects it to the actual network hardware. The interface controls the 
flow of data between the computers’ internal data buses and the serial stream of data 
on the network cable (cable connection is called null modem connection). LAN 
provides true peer-to-peer networking, may be used in host-to-terminal architecture, 
and is a collection of workstations and servers which are managed by a single 
distributed OS. Mostly, LANs use Token ring or Ethernet configuration.
2.4.2 Metropolitan Area Network (MAN)
MAN is between LANs and WANs and the term is slowly disappearing from usage. 
MANs are Campus-wide Area Network (CAN), Base Area Network (BAN) and 
Enterprise-wide Area Network (EAN). MAN supports both data and voice traffic. 
Mostly MANs like LANs use Ethernet.
2.4.3 Wide-Area Network (WAN)
WANs also called long haul networks. WANs are mostly used as a public utility. 
WAN may be circuit-switched or packet-switched data communication networks. 
Mostly, WANs uses leased telephone lines based on packet-switched (point-to-point 
communication).
2.4.4 Internet
The Internet is a collection of world-wide networks. The Internet due to its wide 
range of area connectivity is slow in speed than LANs and WANs.
2.5 Network Architecture
To reduce their design complexity, most networks are organised as series of layers. 
The number of layers, the name, content and function of each layer varies from 
network to network. However, in all networks, the purpose of each layer is to offer 
certain services to higher layers. Layer “n” on one machine carries on a conversation 
with layer “n” on another machine. The rules and conventions used in this conversation 
are collectively known as the layer “n” protocol. The set of layers and protocols is 
called the network architecture. Figure 2.3 gives computer networking architecture. 
The architecture is shown with respect to International Standard Organisation (ISO) 
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model. In this model each host contains 
the seven layers. •
• Application Layer
Application layer (ISO/OSI level 7) is dealing with the user programs. This layer is 
only part of the communications process that a user sees. The layer converts a 
message from human-readable form into bits and attaches a header identifying the 
sending and receiving hosts. At receiving end the layer converts the bits into readable 
characters and directs the data to the correct application. It contains a variety of 
protocols and number of applications and system network services that are commonly 
needed.
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Figure 2.3 ISO/OSI layering model
• Presentation Layer
Presentation layer (ISO/OSI level 6) deals with the system utilities. The layer provides 
Abstract Syntax Notation (ASN) where it is an interface for application program. The 
ASN translates the language, if necessary and then compresses and perhaps encrypts 
the data. Presentation layer adds another header specifying the language as well as the 
compression and encryption schemes. The presentation layer at the other end when 
receives data expands and decrypts the message by ASN.
• Session Layer
Session layer (ISO/OSI level 5) to establish a session and releases a session between 
two session layers on the source and destination host. The layer allows ordinary data 
transport as does the transport layer. The session layer has either single transport 
connection or multiple connection for the entire session. The layer can allow traffic to 
flow in both directions, at the same time also provides token that controls that both 
sides do not attempt the same operation at the same time.
• Transport Layer
Transport layer (ISO/OSI level 4) manages flow control, priority services, and end- 
to-end data transfer. The layer protects the data being sent. Most error conditions are 
handled by the network layer and the data link layer. This layer also provides reliable 
network service with error notification. •
• Network Layer
Network layer (ISO/OSI level 3) is a network manager and selects the routes for 
datagrams. It forms data into packets, counts them, adds a header containing the
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sequence of packets and the address of the receiving host. The network layer manages 
connections across the network and isolates the upper layer protocols from the detail 
of the underlying network. The layer defines the interaction between host and network 
also called a communication subnet layer. The layer assembles a packet in the form that 
the network expects. The layer also controls about network congestion problems to 
make a bottlenecks.
• Data Link
Data Link (ISO/OSI level 2) layer supervises the transmission. It confirms the 
checksum than addresses and duplicates the frame. It keeps a copy of each frame until 
it gets confirmation from the next node along the route that the frame has arrived 
undamaged. The layer defines a fixed communications path across a network based on 
nodes addresses. The layer has two major parts Logical Link Control (LLC) and 
MAC.
• LLC
LLC is a uniform software interface to lower hardware. LLC is modelled after 
Higher Data Link Control (HDLC). LLC is common LANs standard. The network 
layer sends the packets or datagram to the LANs’ layer (LLC) where it is framed and 
transmitted by the LLC (IEEE 802 standard) protocol. LLC is also responsible for 
making sure that the network delivers frames without error from the transmitting node 
to the receiving node. It also provides flow control, multiplexing, and point-to-point 
or broadcast connections.
• MAC
MAC addresses also called physical or hardware addresses different than the 
network layer addresses (also called virtual or logical addresses). MAC entity appends 
both a header and a trailer to manage the MAC protocol (embedded in NIC). MAC 
frame carries the LLC header and finally the users data called Protocol Data Unit 
(PDU). MAC frame/PDU (the source and the destination hosts are at the same 
physical link as compared to IP packet) is transmitted by the physical layer.
• Physical Layer
Physical layer (ISO/OSI level 1) establishes physical link between the two nodes. It 
handles control bit 0’s and l ’s for signal transmission. It accepts and transmits a 
stream of bits without any regard to meaning or the structure of data. There is no 
direct communication between peer-to-peer layers except at the physical layer that is 
the physical medium through which the actual communication occurs.
2.6 Types of Data Communication
All data communication within a LAN is a direct communication without any gateway, 
while communication between LAN to WAN or the Internet may be connection- 
oriented or connectionless with the help of gateways or routers.
2.6.1 Connection-Oriented Services
Connection-oriented services also called virtual circuit. The services accomplish a 
logical connection between two nodes like telephone calls. This connection appears 
like a dedicated circuit between the two hosts over the networks or Internet. Data 
transmitted by the source host travels over a virtual circuit path. At each node the
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inbound (incoming) data are routed or switched to the appropriate outbound (out 
going) channel. The service is often used when more than one messages are to be 
exchanged between the two entities, where an entity may be any active element 
between the computers, software, users application programs, file transfer packages, 
database management systems, electronic mail facilities, terminals, or some else.
2.6.2 Connectionless Services
Connectionless service is called a datagram. The service is like postal service in 
which to post a letter to another person, letter may adopt different routes to reach at 
the destination or may be lost. This service traffic on the network is divided into 
small segments called packets. The size of packet depends on Maximum Transfer Unit 
(MTU) of the network. The addressing format of the each packet is defined and 
controlled by another protocol at the network layer. A host can transmit packets for 
another host within the network directly without intermediate gateways. If both the 
source and the destination hosts are at the different networks than each packet is 
received by the intermediate gateways. The process continues from gateway to 
gateway until the packets are arrived at their final destination host, where 
reassembling of the packets are done into a single datagram by the reverse process 
at the network layer.
The protocols that implement connection-oriented and connectionless data 
communication services are explained in Chapter 3.
2.7 Networking Protocols
The term protocol is best known in the context of diplomacy. A protocol is a code of 
interaction for a specific situation, in which both parties behave and respond in a 
prescribed manner. Network protocol is a set of well-defined rules that provides 
communication between the entities in the different systems. The software and 
hardware creates a protocol stack which is a layered architecture for the 
communications. Two popular protocol stacks are OSI and TCP/IP.
2.8 Network Addresses
Computer network address is like a home address. Each connected communication link 
on the network has both physical and logical addresses. Every network and every 
interface of the host has its unique address. The portion of the network address for 
every interface on a host is same but each host has a unique portion of address. When 
two hosts try to communicate with each other either, in the same network or the two 
different networks, they must know the addresses of each other with respect to their 
networking.
The name of each device over the network is kept for human readability. A complete 
practical application of the Internet addresses and Domain Names Services (DNS) are 
available in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
2.9 Services Access Points (SAPs)
Each SAP has an address that uniquely identifies it. SAPs in the telephone systems are 
the sockets into which modular telephone can be plugged and the SAP address is the 
telephone number of the socket. Networking SAPs are the sockets and the SAPs
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addresses are the socket numbers (port numbers). Figure 2.4 shows that in computer 
networking a socket is treated is as an integer that is used within the OS kernel for the 
Input/Output (I/O) operations.
Figure 2.4 Socket overview
Computer networking a socket having a bi-directional port within a host that serves as 
a source and destination addresses for the packets. Packets can be both delivered to 
and transmitted from a socket. A single host can support a large number of sockets.
There are two important network sockets types. One is stream socket used by TCP, 
while the other is dgram based on User Datagram Protocol (UDP), where each socket 
must be operated on a port number.
Computer networking a port is a 16 bit integer valued gives an address for the SAPs. 
Further ports may be viewed as attachment points for the network connections. If an 
application wants to offer a certain service, it attaches itself to a port and waits for the 
clients (this is also called listening on the port). A client that wants to use this service 
allocates a port on its localhost, and connects to the server’s port on the remote host. 
An important property of port is that once a connection has been established between 
the client and the server, another copy of the server may attach to the server port and 
listening for relevant more clients.
Note in computer networking ports from 1 to 1023 are reserved called system ports 
or host ports, and host running TCP/IP can have maximum 65,536 virtual port 
numbers.
2.10 Network Standardisation
In early days of networking, each computer manufacturer had its own networking 
protocols. As a result, computers by different manufacturers could not communicate. 
This chaos led to the standardisation of networks. Not only standards allow the 
different computers to communicate but they also increase the market of products and 
increasing the acceptance and reducing price.
Standards can be divided into the following two categories:
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• Defacto (Latin: from the fact) standards are those that have just happened, without 
any formal plan for example UNIX is a defacto standard.
• Dejure (Latin: by law) standards are formal, legal standards adopted by some 
authorised standardisation body for example TCP/IP and IEEE 802.3 are dejure 
standards.
There are various organisations that laid down the network standards. A brief 
description of them are as follows-:
• International Standards Organisation (ISO)
ISO is a voluntary, nontreaty organisation founded in 1946. It produced the 
International standards. Its members are the national standards organisation of 89 
countries. These members include ANSI (U.S), BSI (U.K), AFNOR (France), DIN 
(Germany) and 85 others.
• National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
NBS is an agency of the U.S Department of Commerce. It issues standards that are 
mandatory for purchases made by the U.S Government, except for those of the 
department of Defence which has its own. •
• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
IEEE is the largest professional organisation in the world. It has a standardisation 
group that develops standards in the area of electrical engineering and computing.
3. TCP/IP and UNIX Introduction
3.1 Communication Protocols
TCP/IP is a collection of protocols for communications from different layers within a 
network. The collection is also called protocol family. Figure 3.1 shows TCP/IP major 
collections.
Figure 3.1 TCP/IP collections




^ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol)
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3.1.1 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
TCP has applications over a single network as well over the Internet. Figure 3.2 
shows TCP major abstract.
Figure 3.2 TCP overview
TCP is a connection-oriented service. TCP uses three way handshake at the time of 
connection establishment. Three way handshake means both the source host (client)
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and the destination host (server) at connection establishment set Synchronise (SYN) 
bit, initial sequence number, and Acknowledgment (ACK) of the initial sequence 
number. When the client host initiates a connection request by transmitting a SYN bit 
message to the server host. Upon receipt of the SYN message, the server host creates 
an entry in its pending TCP connection data structure and sends a SYN ACK message 
back to the client host. The client host completes the three-way handshake by 
responding to the server’s SYN ACK message with an ACK of its own. When the 
server receives the client’s ACK, the connection is established and the server host 
removes the associated entry from its pending TCP connection data structure.
TCP refers to data as a stream or segment. The segment buffer size is usually 1024 
bytes. TCP provides sliding window stream transmission. Normally sender transmits a 
packet and waits for an ACK, then after receiving an ACK the sender again transmits 
another packet. The sliding window technique is more complex form of a positive 
ACK and retransmission. The window allows to transmit multiple packets before 
waiting for an ACK. The sliding window the packet that receives no ACK again that 
byte of the packet will retransmit. The sender and receiver both agree for the 
window size and maximum TCP window size is 65535 bytes.
TCP provides sequencing service, data is received by the receiver in same order as it is 
transmitted by the sender. TCP assigns sequence numbers to every byte transferred, 
and requiring an ACK from the other end upon receipt. The receiving end uses the 
sequence numbers to ensure proper ordering of the data and to eliminate the duplicate 
data bytes.
TCP also provides flow control or congestion between the sender and receiver. TCP 
detects congestion automatically by observing increases in round trip delay time. 
When congestion is detected the transmission host temporary delays in the 
transmission.
The data transmission directions may be simplex like television picture and voice, half 
duplex like telephone where one speaks other listens, and full duplex means the sender 
can send as well as can receive the information at the same time. The advantage of a 
full duplex connection is that the underlying protocol software can send control 
information for one stream back to the source. TCP is a full duplex connection.
TCP provides unlimited out of band data called urgent (URG) data. The URG data 
deliveries depend on urgent pointer flag bit (URG) set. The URG data has been 
delivered quickly by the transport layer to the application layer. Then TCP tells the 
application program to return to normal operation. The URG data contains messages 
other than the normal data. The URG data might include keyboard interrupt signals. 
Other TCP header flags are RST (reset), PSH (push), and FIN (finish). If a RST bit is 
received the connection is immediately tom down. The PSH flag tells the receiver to 
pass all the data which has queued to the application layer as soon as possible. The 
FIN flag is the way to close the connection between the client and the server host.
TCP gives guarantee that error-free data is received by the receiver. The sender each 
time checks the receiver notification and if in verification data is lost or modified than 
the sender retransmits the data else discard the verification.
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TCP exchanges data between the localhost and the remote host by the source (S) and 
the destination (D) port. The source and the destination ports are necessary in case of 
TCP connection.
3.1.2 User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
Figure 3.3 gives UDP overview. UDP uses network connectionless service. UDP is a 
low overhead datagram protocol.
Figure 3.3 UDP
Every UDP routing packet is independent, no guarantees about ordering, non­
duplication, or delivery, and no ACK or URG bit in its header.
The localhost makes connection with the remote host on a well-defined service port. 
The localhost supplies a source port number to the remote host where the remote 
host replies back to the localhost. The source port for UDP connection is optional, if 
used it specifies the port to which the replies should be sent.
UDP data consists of UDP header and data area called message. UDP header has 
source port, destination port, length of the header, and UDP checksum, where the each 
field is 16-bit integer value.
UDP is a connectionless delivery and does suite for the short query. Due to 
connectionless service UDP packets are easy to spoof than TCP.
3.1.3 Internet Protocol (IP)
Figure 3.4 gives detail about IP. All protocols in the layers above and below IP use IP. 
Protocols TCP, ICMP and UDP depend on IP.
IP header has a variable length each is multiple of 32-bit header, may be five or six 
words long. In IP Internet Header Length (IHL) field indicates the header’s length in 
words. The header contains all the information necessary to deliver the datagram. IP 
header contains an 8-bit protocol field, which is to be used for the datagram/segment 
of UDP/TCP, by taking the identification of UDP/TCP numbers (17/6) from the 
systems /etc/protocol file.
IP provides a connectionless delivery service. IP due to connectionless service is not 
reliable. There is no guarantee of sequencing, ACK, or packets may be duplicated. No 
error detection or recovery code is included in IP. Each IP datagram is independent of 
all the others. Each datagram can be delivered and routed independently. If an IP
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header is found in error, then it will be discarded with the assumption that a higher 
layer protocol again will retransmit the datagram.
Figure 3.4 IP overview
IP (abstract)
Connectionless Routing Datagram (into Internet Addresses Internetworking
Service Packets with MTU) Defining Protocol (router/gatewav)
Ethernet MTU 1490 bytes 
UDP max. packet size 512 bytes 
TCP max. segment size 1024 bytes
(A class starts “0” and goes to “127”)
A CLASS addresses Oxxxxxxx
-------► (eg: 10.1.0.45)
netid firs bit “0” means A first byte for netid last 3 bytes for hostid




netid first two bits “10” B first two bytes for netid last 2 bytes for hostid
(C class starts “192” and goes to “223”)
C CLASS-----------------
+ (eg: 192.56.45.123 )
llOxxxxx
netid first 3 bits “110” C first three bytes for netid last hostid
D & E CLASS 111?xxxx
Loopback Address 011111111
(127.0.0.1)
Logical interface for each host to test a server & its IP layer’s operation 
eg: telnet localhost or ping 127.0.0.1
TCP and UDP data at IP is treated as a datagram. The datagram during transmission 
is compared with MTU of the network. If the size of the datagram is greater than the 
MTU then datagram is fragmented into pieces called packets. The format of each 
packet is the same as the format of any normal datagram. If any fragment is lost the 
whole datagram will be discarded by the destination host. The reassembling of packets 
into a single datagram is done at the destination host. Usually maximum packet size for 
UDP is 512 bytes and segment size for TCP is usually 1024 bytes.
IP is the Internet addresses defining protocol. The Internet addresses also called IP 
address or host’s interface address. IP allows any host to communicate with any other 
host. This facility is available due to the Internet addresses where address identifies 
where it is and the route tells how to get there. IP address is 32-bit an integer with
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four dotted decimal numbers separated by decimal points e.g. (1.2.255.6) called its 
Internet address. The Internet address encodes network identification as well as the 
identification of a unique host on that network. Each address is a pair (netid, hostid) 
where netid identifies a network and hostid identifies a host within the network.
IP address are divided into the following classes:
• A class
The first byte is used to identify the network and rest three bytes to identify the hostid. 
First bit of the netid byte is zero. This class starts from “0” and ends “127” used by 
very large size organisation.
• B class
The first two bytes are used for the identification of the netid and last two bytes for the 
identification of hostid. The first two bits of the first byte of the netid are “10”. This 
class starts from “128” and ends “191”, used by medium size organisation. Our 
University is running this class.
• C class
The first three bytes are used by the netid and last one byte is for the identification of a 
hostid. The first three bits of the first byte of the netid must be “111” bit for 
identification of this class. This class starts from “192” and ends “223” and used by 
small size organisation.
• D & E classes
D and E classes are under research and used for multicasting addresses.
• Loopback Address
The loopback address first bit of the first byte must be off and rest 7 bit be on 
(01111111). The loopback address 127.0.0.1 is used for locally to test the host that it 
can act as a server and its IP layer is in operation. For example telnet 127.0.0.1 
command is testing telnet server whether it is listening its clients within that localhost. 
The ping 127.0.0.1 also tests the localhost IP layers’ is in operation.
IP is internetworking protocol. Networks are connected by the help of router/gateway 
using IP configuration to form the Internet. The host is acting as a router/gateway than 
this host is called multi-homed host/dual-homed gateway (at least two IP interfaces). 
Each interface of the multi-homed host has different IP address, indicates the different 
networks.
3.1.4 Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
IP has a companion protocol call ICMP and is used by the kernel networking code in 
order to communicate the error messages. Figure 3.5 shows that ICMP is an integral 
part of IP. The main purpose of ICMP is to check the influence and working 
behaviour of TCP and UDP connections.
ICMP provides flow control when the sender host is faster than the receiver host, 
sending an echo message to the sender host that just temporary to delay the 
transmission.
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Figure 3.5 ICMP
ICMP from the localhost checking the remote hosts whether the remote Internet layer 
IP is up and in operational. This work is done by Packet InterNet Groper command 
called ping. The program ping sends ICMP echo request to obtain an ICMP echo 
response from a host or gateway. The ping command is useful for determining the 
status of the network and various foreign hosts, tracking and isolating the hardware 
and the software problems and testing measuring and managing network.
ICMP also provides traceroute command used for debugging purposes. The 
traceroute to determine the route that IP datagram follows from host to host.
ICMP redirecting routes at the lowest level of IP Internet layer. A gateway host sends 
the ICMP redirects message to tell a host to use another gateway that is a best route 
than this adopted route. This message is possible if gateway and the transmitter host 
are in the same network.
ICMP detecting unreachable destinations if unreachable destination is netid or hostid 
than message is sent by the gateway, else if destination is unreachable port than 
message to the sender is sent by the destination host.
3.1.5 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) and Reverse ARP (RARP)
ARP is a part of the IP Internet layer and used to resolve host addresses. ARP is also 
useful to view or even alter the contents of the kernel’s ARP tables. Addresses 
translation are performed using a table look-up called the ARP table, which is stored in 
memory and contains a row for the each known host. Each host has a separate ARP 
table for each of its network interfaces.
Ethernet based network using ARP. ARP table is necessary because IP and Ethernet 
addresses are independent of each other. The table (ARP) is used to translate IP 
address with the data packet to the Ethernet address and data. Then Ethernet frame is 
transmitted in bits by the help of physical layer of the host. The frame is received at 
the destination host and reverse processed is started by the RARP. RARP translated 
the MAC frame/PDU into IP packets and IP packet in shape of datagram or message. 
The datagram is delivered to UDP or TCP layer and where TCP/UDP approached to 
the application layer for the finally delivery.
3.2 TCP/IP Layering Model
TCP/IP model is used to solve heterogeneous environment of the computer 
networking. The Internet communication architectures with TCP/IP and ISO/OSI 
layers are independent of the particular hardware and software. Figure 3.6 gives an 
overview of TCP/IP layering. TCP/IP generally have five layers defined with respect
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to ISO/OSI reference model. The each layer is explained below with the help of 
Figure 3.6. •
Figure 3.6 TCP/IP layering model
• Application Layer
The layer is defined by the user applications that transfers data across the network. It is 
up to the individual applications to determine the format and structure of the data 
moving across the network. Data at this layer is treated as a message or stream. 
Message is for UDP and stream for TCP. TCP/IP networking packages the application 
layer is responsible for ISO/OSI model Session, Presentation, and Application layers.
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• Transport Layer
It moves data across the network using either an ACK (TCP) or an unacknowledged 
(UDP) protocol. TCP and UDP at this layer provides the client/server relationship. 
TCP connection at this layer using stream socket for data segment, while UDP 
connection using dgram socket for data called datagram.
• Internet Layer
The layer is responsible for routing of data between the hosts. IP addresses are defined 
at this layer and as well as the data fragmentation. Data at this layer is treated as 
datagram. Each datagram is transmitted through the Internet layer by IP being 
fragmented into smaller units as it goes and all the pieces finally get to the destination 
host are reassembled by the IP layer to form the original datagram.
• Interface Layer
The layer is responsible for moving of the data across the physical network. Error 
detection and packet framing is provided by this layer. IP packet at this layer translated 
into frame by ARP or frame is translated into IP packet at the destination host by 
RARP.
• Physical Layer
The layer describes the physical characteristics of each hardware device, how they can 
inter-operate, and how the connections are performed.
3.3 Client/Server Model
TCP/IP provides peer-to-peer networking. Every host can act a client as well as a 
server. The originator of a connection is called a client and the receiver a server. A 
server in the application layer services waits for inbound requests. The client software 
first make request to the server as required.
Both client and server softwares may or may not be run in one host. A host may have 
configuration both for clients and servers in the application layer depending on the 
network applications and its OS configuration.
UNIX world, the term daemon is sometimes used to refer to a server software. 
Usually, it means that the server is permanently available started at the OS boot-time. 
Many server have names ending in “d” in honour of the name. For example, one of the 
server that supports the remote login is called rlogind. On some systems, daemon have 
names such as in.rlogind. The “in.” at the beginning of the name indicates that the 
server is started via a special server called inetd.
Remember, the client/server relationship is based on the SAP (source IP address, 
destination IP address, source port and destination port). When a localhost client is 
making connection with a remote host server then localhost supplies source port and 
source IP address to the remote host. The remote hosts server listens on a well-known 
port that is a destination port for the localhost and while it is the source port for the 
remote host. All application services of the network for example, telnet, rlogin, Web, 
finger, etc. are using client/server relationship.
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3.4 Domain Name Services (DNS)
Every network interface attached to a TCP/IP network is identified by a unique 32-bit 
IP address. A name called a hostname can be assigned to any host that has an IP 
address. Names are assigned to hosts because as compared to numeric IP addresses, 
names are easier to remember and type correctly. For example if to run a command 
telnet 130.130.110.2 with IP address then it is difficult to remember the IP. It is easier 
to run telnet linux2 where linux2 is the name of a host that has IP 130.130.110.2.
The name of host linux2 is converted into IP address 130.130.110.2 and mapping 
number is kept in /etc/hosts file. DNS needs to run over a network with much and 
more hosts. For smaller size network host IP and hostname are maintained in /etc/hosts 
file for every host. The drawback of this host file is that to change IP or hostname on 
one host then modification will need in all other relevant hosts.
DNS name service has a resolver (client) and a name-server. The resolver is the 
software that forms the query, asks the questions. The name-server is the process that 
responds to the query and answers the questions. DNS is more elaborated in Chapter 
4.
3.5 UNIX Basic Introduction
There are many types of UNIX, virtually all of them are based on either Berkeley 
Software Distribution (BSD), System V, or both. UNIX is a multi-user, multi-tasking, 
and multiprocessing OS.
3.5.1 Kernel
UNIX system, all of the functions that are needed immediately are constantly kept in 
memory e.g. kernel. Kernel is the portion of the OS that loads during the boot 
process and controls the entire UNIX system.
The kernel schedules processes, allocates memory and disk storage, supervises the 
transfer of data between the main storage and the peripheral devices and honours the 
processes requests for the services.
3.5.2 Process
Everything that is performed on a UNIX system is identified by a unique number called 
a Process Identification (PID). Every task itself is called a process.
PID is an integer, typically in the range 0 through 30000. The kernel assigns PID when 
a new process is created. The fork system call can be used to create more processes. 
The process that executed the fork is called the parent process and the new process is 
called the child process. Both have different PID numbers. A process can be changed 
in its state (running, waiting, and swapping).
The vital information for processes are stored in two places the process table and the 
user table. The process table must always be in memory, so that the kernel can manage 
the life crises of a process even while the process is swapped out.
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The user table contains user and group PID numbers for determining the file access 
privileges. The kernel allocates one user table for each active process. While a process 
is suspended its user table is not accessed or modified. The user table is a part of the 
process data region, and when the process is swapped out to disk the user table is 
swapped with the rest of the process image.
3.5.3 Parent and Child Process
UNIX a process can start-up another process in one of two ways. In the first way, 
known as exec the first process terminates and the new process starts. In the second 
way known as spawn the old process remains until the new process terminates and 
then the old process takes over again. The second process can spawn a third and so 
on. A process that spawns another is known as the parent and the process that is 
spawned known as the child. If a process is spawned and then spawns another 
process it will be the child of one process and the parent of another. However if 
process A spawns process B and process B execs process C, rather than spawning it, 
process C will be the child of process A.
By using command ps -ef or ps aux can display a list of processes which are currently 
running on the system. Each process has PID for process ID. Mostly processes can be 
killed by command kill <PID> by noting <PID> number of the relevant process.
3.5.4 Shell
UNIX, the shell is a program that sits between a user and the kernel. The shell is one 
of the most important programs in UNIX system. Like the editor the shell is an 
interactive program. The technical name for the shell is command line interpreter. The 
function of shell is to execute the commands. For example to enter the command date, 
and then shell arranges for that command to be executed.
To login to a UNIX system, the shell program from the password file {/etc/passwd) 
entry is executed as login shell. If this field in the password file entry is empty, then 
Bourne shell is invoked by default.
The following shell programs are mostly available in a UNIX system-:
Korn shell /bin/ksh prompt $
C shell /bin/csh prompt %
Bourn shell /bin/sh or bin/bash prompt $ or bash $
The Korn is simplest and easiest, its syntax is similar to that of Bourne, and its power 
is similar to that of C shell. The C shell has a C (language) as syntax to the command 
structure and uses the file .login or .cshrc instead of .profile where .profile is 
executed by the Bourne or Korn shells Remember the .login, .cshrc and .profile files 
contains commands and accessible directories for each of the relevant user.
3.5.5 Scheduling and Swapping
Scheduling is the series of actions that decides which of the process to execute. On a 
traditional single CPU machine at most one user process is active at any given time. All 
of the other users' processes are suspended. To divide the set of suspended processes
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into two groups that are ready to run and those are blocked. A blocked process is said 
to be sleeping until an event occurs. The event is the completion of an I/O request 
although processes can also wait for their children to die. When the event occurs the 
sleeping process is awakened. Awakening a process, marks it as ready to run, but it 
does not mean that a process will immediately start to execute.
All of the user processes reside in memory and the role of the schedular is to select the 
active process from the group of the memory resident processes. The memory of the 
system is not large so the solution is to store some of the suspended processes on the 
disk and this procedure is known as swapping. A process stored on disk must be 
reloaded into the memory before it can execute.
Note the scheduling system is responsible for two actions scheduling the processes for 
execution and scheduling the processes for swapping.
3.5.6 Super-user
Many of the operations performed by the system administrator should be inaccessible 
to ordinary users. In UNIX system this is accomplished by providing a special 
privileges level called the system account or super-user or root account.
The super-user can do a lot for example to change the nice value of any process, send 
any signal to any process, turn accounting on and off, become any other user, access 
any working device, shutdown the system, set date and time, read or modify any 
location, reconfigure the network, put the network interfaces into promiscuous mode 
(observing network traffic), may examine all packets on the network, read, modify any 
file or program, run any program, mount and umount filesystems, add, remove or 
change users accounts, and enable or disable the users’ quotas.
A person can acquire the super-user privileges by logging in using the name root or by 
executing the su command. The user must enter the super-user password before the 
super-user privilege is granted. The super-user password should be known only by the 
trusted and experienced users or by the system administrator only.
3.5.7 Booting Process
The act of loading the kernel into memory and starting its execution is called booting. 
Booting steps are involved in the several phases are indicated below.
• Loading and initialisation of the kernel
• Device detection and configuration
• Creation of spontaneous system processes
• Operator intervention (single-user boot only)
• Execution of system start-up script
• Multi-user operations.
The init (initialisation) process is responsible for setting up the process structure of the 
UNIX system. The init is usually able to create at least two distinct process structures 
the single-user mode and multi-users mode. Usually init starts by attaching a shell to 
the system console and giving this shell super-user privileges. This is commonly called 
single-user mode. In single user mode the console is automatically logged in with
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super-user privileges and none of the other communication lines will accept logins. 
Single user mode is used to check and repair the filesystems (fsck command) and to 
perform the basic system testing functions and other activities that require exclusive 
use of the computer.
The init also creates a shell process to execute the commands in the files /etc/rc. *. The 
/ etc/rc. * files contains a shell script that contains commands to mount filesystems, start 
demons, remove, and start accounting programs. The important thing for the system 
administrator to handle execution of the system start-up scripts which allow or deny a 
number of the actions. The init and start-up scripts with respect to networking are 
explained in Chapter 4.
Note the OS boot time is a period of special vulnerability. Error in configuration files, 
missing or unreliable equipment, and damaged filesystems can all prevent a host from 
coming up.
3.5.8 UNIX FileSystem
In UNIX, programs, directories, and devices are treated as file. There are eight kinds 
of files in UNIX and each kind is described below.
• Regular Files
A regular file can hold an executable program or text. The file can be created by any 
editor like vi, or cp command etc.
• Directories
Directories can contain any kind of files, in any combination. From the user’s point of 
view a directory is a group of files. UNIX system directories are just files that can be 
read by any program. Although directories are the visible structure of the UNIX 
filesystems. UNIX system directories contain just two pieces of information for each 
file, the file’s name and a number, that the kernel uses to access the hidden filesystems 
structures.
• UNIX Devices
The devices (dev) are also treated as special files, either character or block device. The 
devices (files) are used to communicate with the systems’ hardware and peripherals. 
When the kernel is configured and modules that know how to communicate with each 
of the systems’ devices are linked in. The module for a particular device called a device 
driver and takes a care of the messy details of managing it.
The devices drivers present a standard communication interface that look like a regular 
file. When the kernel is given a request that refers to a character or block device file, it 
simply passes the request to the appropriate device driver. The character device files 
allow their associated drivers to perform their own I/O buffering. The block device 
files are used by the drivers that handle the I/O in large chunks and want the kernel to 
perform the buffering for them.
Some types of hardware such as hard disks and tape drivers can be represented by both 
block and character devices files. Devices files are characterised by two numbers called 
the major and minor device numbers. The major device number tells the kernel which
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driver the file refers to while the minor device number tells the kernel which physical 
unit to address.
• UNIX Domain
UNIX sockets are connections between the processes that allow them to communicate 
in a hygienic manner. UNIX provides several different kinds of sockets, most of which 
involve the use of a network. UNIX domain sockets are local to a particular host and 
are referenced through a filesystems object rather than a network port. Although 
socket files are visible to other processes as directory entries, they cannot be read or 
written by processes not involved in the connection. Some standard facilities that use 
UNIX domain sockets are the printing system, the X Windows system, and syslog.
• Pipes
Named pipes called First In First Out (FIFO) like UNIX domain sockets, and named 
pipes allow communication between two unrelated processes running on the same 
host.
• Links
Links are usually called hard links to distinguish them from symbolic links. Hard links 
is not really a file type, but rather an additional name for a file. Each file has at least 
one link, usually the name under which it was first created. Adding a link creates an 
alias for the file. UNIX maintains a count of the number of links that points to each file 
and does not release the file’s data blocks until its last link has been deleted. Soft link is 
a direct connection between the files and the hard links cannot exist across the 
filesystems boundaries.
• Symbolic Links
The symbolic links called soft link. The soft link points to a file by the name. The 
difference between the hard and the soft links is that a hard link is a direct reference
• i-nodes
The kernel maintains the information about each file in a structure called an i-node. 
The hidden part of UNIX filesystems is the i-nodes that are the action really is in 
UNIX filesystems. There is one i-node for each of the file. Each i-node contains 
information about a file’s location, length, access modes, relevant dates and the 
owner. The i-nodes tables for a filesystems are laid out when the filesystems is created, 
and their size and location on the disk never change. Each i-node contains about forty 
separate pieces of information, but most of these are useful only to the kernel. The 
important link are, owner, group, mode, size, last access time, modification time, and 
type of file.
3.5.9 File Permission Rights
Generally files or directories permission can be found using Is -1 or Is -la commands. 
For example the following output of Is -1 command shown as below.
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root bin 83456 sep 27 1997 /bin/sh
The first field specifies the file type, it may be either, means regular file, or “d” 
means directory, or “c” character device, or “b” block device, or “s” UNIX domain 
socket or “p” named pipe, or “i” means symbolic link.
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Each file process has four IDs associated with it-.
• real user ID
• real group ID
• effective user ID
• effective group ID
Every file has the following major attributes-:
• owner’s user ID is 16-bit integer
• owner’s group ID is 16-bit integer
• user-read permission a 1-bit flag
• user-write permission a 1-bit flag
• user-execute permission a 1-bit flag
• group-read permission a 1-bit flag
• group-write permission a 1-bit flag
• group-execute permission a 1-bit flag
• other-read permission a 1-bit flag
• other-write permission a 1-bit flag
• other-execute permission a 1-bit flag
• set-user-ID a 1-bit flag
• set-group-ID a 1-bit flag
• set the stick in swap (sticky) a 1- bit flag
UNIX kernel goes through the following tests to determine if a process can access a 
file. If any of the following is true, access is allowed.
If the affective user ID of the process is zero the super-user, access is allowed.
If the affective user ID of the process matches the user ID of the owner of the file and 
the owner access permission bit for the file is set, access is allowed. The owner access 
permission bit may be read or write or execute or all.
If the effective user ID of the process does not match the user ID of the owner of the 
file, and if the effective group ID of the process matches the group ID of the owner of 
the file, and if the group access permission bit (group read, group write, group 
execute) for the file is set.
If the effective user ID of the process does not match the user ID of the owner of the 
file, and if the effective group ID of the process does not match the group ID of the 
owner of the file, and if other access permission bit (other-read, other-write, other- 
execute) for the file is set, access is allowed.
The group test is done if the user IDs are not the same. Similar the other test is done 
only if the user IDs and group IDs do not match.
The chown, chmod, and chgrp are commands to use for files or directories 
permission (read, write, and execute) for owner, group, and others. For a file or 
directory the octal values can be added to express the combination of permission 
desired.
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4. Essential UNIX Network 
Administration
4.1 System Resources
The experimental laboratory has four PCs (486/386), with Random Access Memory 
(RAM), Ethernet network card, and enough hard disk storage of each PC have 
enough for networking purposes. Each PC is running Linux version (V 1.2.13). The 
version number can be verified by using command uname -r.
4.2 Identifying System Run Level
Identifying the steps in the OS boot process is a key skill for the system administrator. 
Each host has a Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) chips with a monitor 
program that controls the host operation before the kernel is loaded. The boot PROM 
has built in device drivers, which allows it to identify and access devices that are 
attached to the host. The boot PROM runs a self-test routine to verify the system's 
hardware and memory. It than begins its boot sequence upon successful completion of 
the self-test diagnostics.
The host system run levels determine what set of the host resources should be enabled. 
The system run levels are controlled by /etc/inittab file with the link (In) /etc/rc* path 
files. The start-up scripts within Linux are in the /etc/rc.d path that handle the host 
system run levels, mount file systems, network configurations, and different network 
daemons like inetd, portmapper, routed, sendmail, etc.
There are six different run levels. PROM monitor run level is zero, administrative state 
(single-user state) with some filesystems mounted and users logins disabled is “1” or 
“s”. The default Linux run level with remote resources share is “5” defined in 
{/etc/inittab) “default id:5 initdefault run level”. Solaris, and SunOS with multi-users 
and remote resources sharing have run level 3.
The init from /usr/sbin is the father of all the run levels (processes). For the change in 
/ etc/inittab, init states will quickly take action by the command telinit q or telinit Q 
with super-user privileges. Each Linux host is running at run level 5 which may be 
verified by using the command who -r.
4.3 System Administrator and Users Accounts
The system administrator logins with super-user. The super-user created a normal 
account while realising the importance of User Identification (UID) and Group ID
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(GID) from the /etc/passwd and /etc/group files. The created account has a shell 
(bin/sh) which is using “.profile” for access privileges of the filesystems. The directory 
path is taken /usr/home/login-name for the newly created acount. The created account 
name, UID, GID, directory path, and password are verified for the system security 
purposes.
It is not good to direct login as the super-user. Better to exit from the super-user 
account and again login with a new created account for the host audit purposes. To 
execute su command to become the super-user on a shell prompt “#”. The advantage 
of su command that it identifies the real user with his/her login name and time.
An important consideration is given in order to create a guest account. The login 
directory path for the guest account is quite different than the normal users. For 
example, path looks like /usr/home/guests/./guest-name. The login directory is actually 
two pathnames separated by l.l. The first pathname is the directory in which the guest 
user will be changed path and second is the pathname relative to chroot directory of 
the guest users’ login. In this example the /usr/home/guests appears to be the root and 
logs the guest into the new roots’ guest-name sub-directory.
The super-user has UID and GID both zeros or GID may be one. The users' 
accounts for the security purposes have UID more than 500. Each Linux host every 
user account is verified with respect to password entry, UID, GID, and directory path. 
The super-user password is kept secret.
4.4 Network Configuration Files
Modem systems are setup to minimise the number of modifications that are required to 
make to the actual start-up scripts (/etc/rc*). The newer scripts reuse configuration 
information from other system files or define their own configuration files. The most 
important tasks that are often performed in the initialisation scripts for networking are-
• Configuration for network interfaces
• Setting the name of the each host
• Starting up network daemons services
The important start-up scripts files with respect to loading Linux below in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 Shell scripts (/e tc /r c .d / r c .*) files
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4.4.1 Network Interfaces Configuration
TCP/IP defines an abstract interface through which the hardware is accessed. The 
interface deals with sending and receiving packets. Interfaces are identified by means of 
names. The names are defined internally in the kernel, and not in the device /dev 
directory. Typically Ethernet names are ethO, ethl, etc. The assignment of interfaces to 
devices usually depend on the order in which devices are configured, for instant the 
first Ethernet network interface card installed will become ethO, the next will be ethl, 
and so on.
The interface name is derived from the name of the device driver used to run it. The 
command netstat -i can be used to find out the type of interfaces. The ifconfig 
(interface configuration) command sets or checks configuration values for network 
interfaces. The ifconfig command to identify the network interface to TCP/IP and to 
assign the IP address, subnet mask, and broadcast address. For example to configure 
an interface (ethO) the command ifconfig ethO 130.130.110.1 netmask 255.255.255.0 
broadcast 130.130.110.255,
The loopback interface in case of Ethernet is usually called leO. The command ifconfig 
leO 127.0.0.1 will assign loopback address to each host.
Each host has interface name ethO. Each interface must have a unique IP address. The 
host linuxl has IP 130.130.110.1 netmask 255.255.255.0, broadcast 130.130.110.255. 
Usually the netmask and broadcast address for each host is same just IP of each host’s 
interface is unique except the netid part. Host linux2 has IP 130.130.110.2, linux3 IP 
130.130.110.3 and linux4 has IP 130.130.110.4. Any IP interface can be active or 
inactive by using the up or down options of ifconfig command with super-user 
privileges.
The ifconfig command is normally executed at the OS boot time by a start-up script file 
/etc/rc.d/rc.inetl. As a super-user /etc/rc.d/rc.inetl file is edited and entries are written 
for the loopback address, host IP address, netmask address, network address, 
broadcast address, ifconfig interface name, IP routing table, and gateway address. At 
the movement there is no any gateway IP entry. However host linuxl has another IP 
interface called ethl which is not configured.
The ifconfig command also looks up in the /etc/networks and the /etc/hosts files. Each 
interface on a network must have a netid and hostid. Both netid and hostid options 
force ifconfig to treat the address as the network number and the host address 
respectively. The /etc/networks file edited on each host and name of the network 
“localnef ’ is written in this file with the netid part.
4.4.2 Setting Hosts Names
The hostname information is usually kept in a file name /etc/hosts. As a super-user 
/etc/hosts file is edited on each host. The IP address and host name with domain 
cs.uow.edu.au to each host are assigned. Four hosts names linuxl, linux2, linux3, and 
linux4 are kept. Each /etc/hosts file also has the IP address and hostname of the other 
three hosts.
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As the network is small in size, there is no need for the DNS server, and only /etc/hosts 
file is maintained for each of the host. However the layout of DNS server with the brief 
description is explained in Figure 4.3 for the future use.
Figure 4.3 DNS server configuration files
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DNS server that holds all the information on the network within a zone is called 
authoritative for this zone, and sometimes referred to as a master server. DNS server 
with Canonical Names (CNAME) allows to setup aliases names for various services 
such as, mail server, news server, file transfer server, and web server.
DNS servers are under the University network system administrators. Later on when 
this network will get the Internet connection than to connect these hosts with the DNS 
server by editing /etc/resolv. conf file. In /etc/resolv.conf each host will have entry like 
nameserver IP address of the DNS server on one line and domain cs.uow.edu.au on 
the next line. The /etc/resolv.conf file can have entries more than one DNS server’s 
IP depending on how many DNS servers are available within the network over the 
Internet connection.
4.4.3 Network/lnternet Daemons
A daemon is a background process that performs a system-related task. The numbers 
of network services depend on the daemon. Mostly, daemons are executed at the 
systems boot time.
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The daemon waits for connection attempts. When a connection is established the 
daemon process can fork a server process to handle the service, thus freeing the 
daemon to wait for another connection. A host wanting to support many services 
could require a daemon process for the each service.
4.4.3.1 Essential Daemons
Essential daemons are init and cron available on every UNIX system with or without 
the networking environment.
4.4.3.1.1 init
The init is the ultimate parent of all the processes except swapper that is the parent of 
init. The swapper PID zero while init PID is one. The init processes the starts-up script 
files (/etc/rc.d) path and consults a configuration file /etc/inittab to obtain a list of the 
ports on which logins should be expected. It opens the ports and spawns a getty 
process on each one. If a port cannot be opened init periodically issues complaints on 
the system console until either the port can be opened or it is removed from the list of 
the active ports.
The init is so essential to the operation of the system that an automatic reboot is 
initiated if init ever dies, because init supports various run levels at which it can be 
started.
4.4.3.1.2 cron
The cron runs continually in the background on UNIX systems, taking care of the 
regularly scheduled events from the /var/spool/cron/crontabs configuration file. The 
cron is a schedular responsible for running the commands at pre-set times and 
frequently employed for the administrative purposes, including management of 
accounting and log files, polling of UNIX to UNIX Copy (UUCP) neighbours, and 
daily cleanup of the filesystems.
The cron daemon is started by the /etc/rc.d/rc.M script file within Linux, where the 
script of rc.M file executed by init when the system is initialised.
4.4.3.2 Optional Daemons
Figure 4.4 shows rc.inet2 file and this file boots up the entire Internet daemons. Most 
daemons can be started or commented (#) via this file. Different daemons such as 
syslogd, portmapper & Remote Procedure Call (RPC) servers, inetd, DNS server or 
Network Information System (NIS), rwho server, routed, and Network File System 
(NFS) are started /etc/rc.d/rc.inet2. The X Windows started from /etc/rc.d/rc.6 and 
sendmail daemon started from the /etc/rc.d/rc.M. Figure 4.4 the layout of each daemon 
is described.
Figure 4.4 Optional daemons shell script files
(rc.inet2) rc.M jrc.6
Syslogd Port- Inetd DNS Routed Rwho RPC NFS Sendmail X
mapper or NIS Windows
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4.4.3.2.1 Syslogd
This daemon must be started first. The syslogd daemon using UDP connection and 
listens the port number 514 for the communication. The daemon acts as a clearing 
house for status information and error messages produced by the system software and 
daemons. The syslog library routine to transfer messages to syslogd.
The main advantage of syslogd is that it offers great flexibility in determining where the 
messages should go without building specific knowledge of this into the daemon itself. 
Messages logged by syslogd have a priority, which is made up of two components a 
facility and a level. The syslogd using /etc/syslog. conf configuration file and if the file 
/etc/syslog. conf is changed a SIGHUP signal should be sent to the syslogd daemon to 
force it to re-read its configuration file. The rlogin, telnet, and other inbound 
connections can be logged by writing their names in syslog.conf file. The different 
inbound services for the this network will log in the Chapter 8 after getting the 
Internet connection.
4.4.3.2.2 Portmapper (rpcbind)
It is also possible to start-up RPC servers via inetd rather than portmapper. For this 
portmapper must be executed before the inetd. The portmapper lives on well-known 
port number 111 and listens for RPC services. The portmapper allows services to 
select a random port number and register the port number with the portmapper. The 
port 111 services include NIS and NFS. Figure 4.5 describes the general working 
behaviour of the portmapper.
Figure 4.5 Portmapper
When an RPC server starts-up it creates a transport endpoint to the accept connections 
and binds an arbitrary port number to it. It then registers with the portmapper sending 
a message program number, version number, procedure number, and protocol used. 
The portmapper only knows about RPC programs on the host where it is running.
When a client wishes to make a remote procedure call first contacts the portmapper on 
the host where the remote service is running, passing it the program number, version
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number, and protocol (TCP or UDP) of the desired service. Then portmapper informs 
the client about the RPC server’s port and the client makes connection to the server 
in a specified port.
4.4.3.2.3 Inetd (Super-Server/Internet daemon)
Figure 4.6 can help to understand the super-server and its configuration files with 
respect to TCP/IP communication rules files within UNIX.
Figure 4.6 Configuration of /e tc / in e td .c o n i  and / e tc / s e r v ic e s  files
The kernel configuration brings the basic services of TCP/IP into UNIX. Some 
protocols are explicitly started by including them in the boot files. This technique is 
used for example to start the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and DNS. Many 
other network daemons are not executed individual. These daemons are executed by 
the super-server that listens for the network services requests and starts the 
appropriate daemons to process the requests. When a connection request is received 
by the super-server, the server forks a new process and duplicates the network 
connection onto the standard I/O of that process, and waits for another connection. 
The super-server also logs the transaction via syslog if syslogd logged option is turn
on.
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The super-server is also called the Internet daemon or inetd. The inetd (pronounced i 
and d) is started at the OS boot time from the start-up script file such as 
/ etc/rc.d/rc. inet2 and inetd reads its configuration file /etc/inetd.conf, where 
/etc/inetd.conf looks /etc/services file. The file /etc/inetd.conf hash character “#” is 
used for comments or to block a service at the beginning of the particular service line.
If super-server receives TCP or UDP packet from any the well-known service, it 
checks the destination port number from /etc/services entry to map the port number 
back to the name of the service. The /etc/services file has a list of the well-known 
ports used by different network services. The /etc/services file has name of services 
for example telnet, talk with their reserved ports number and protocol types (tcp or 
udp).
Figure 4.6 first column service is name of the service as listed in the /etc/services file. 
For example telnet, talk, echo are services also have entries in the /etc/services file with 
reserved port and transport layer protocol.
The second column is about the socket type. There are three types of sockets dgram, 
stream, and raw. Mostly dgram and stream are used. The third column identified the 
protocol type that provides the transport service (TCP/UDP).
Four column specifies whether the server waits for a connection to die based on a 
time-out (wait) or terminates the connection based on information contained in the 
protocol (nowait). Most services should use the nowait option.
The fifth column about the user ID that should run the server. This allows server to be 
run with the privileges other than those of the super-user.
The pathname to the server program that handles requests on this port. This is the fully 
pathname of the server program started by super-server. The path from system to 
system may vary. For example the path for telnet server within the Linux systems on 
each host is /usr/sbin/in.telnetd and also other servers are lying within the same path.
The last column args stands for arguments given to the server program when it is 
invoked. The first arguments should be the name of the program or server.
For any change in the inetd. conf configuration is forced to the super-server to re-read 
this file. First of all to get the super-server (inetd’s) PID number by using command ps 
ax I grep inetd. Then enter the command kill -HUP <PID>.
The implementation of a new server under the super-server needs to write the relevant 
entries into the /etc/services and the /etc/inetd.conf files or to run independent 
automatically at the OS boot time then to write the shell script in /etc/rc.d path. In 
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 /etc/services and /etc/inetd.conf files will modify for the 
different network or the Internet services.
At the movement all Linux hosts running different client/server based services such 
as, ftp, telnet, rlogin, finger, rexecd, smtp, pop3, echo, daytime, nntp, rsh and other 
services.
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4.4.3.2.4 Routing Daemon (Routed/Gated)
The routing protocols are often implemented using one of two daemons one is routed 
and other is gated. The routed and gated both are same except that gated is more 
sophisticated for interior and exterior routing. The gated is not available within this 
Linux based network.
The routed daemon is responsible for routing network packets destined for the other 
networks. At the OS boot time, routed checks for all the active network interfaces. If 
there is more than one active interface not counting the loopback interface, it assumes 
the host is switching packets among the several networks, and will actively exchange 
and broadcast routing information. When broadcasting the information from the local 
routing table, routed the length of the route from the metric value. The metric value is 
set by the system administrator when configuring the route and should reflect the 
actual cost of using this route. Therefore, the metric of a route to a host (not gateway) 
is zero, while a route going through one or two gateways should have a metric value 
of one or two in the routing table.
The routing table is either created statically or dynamically. Static routes are 
permanent routes that are defined at the OS boot time and last until the host is 
shutdown. Dynamic routing is where the routing information is sent from one host to 
another host during the normal course of operation. The static routing is an efficient 
solution and it is easy to manage the routes.
Routed using RIP and RIP is easiest to implement in a heterogeneous environment, 
with frequent updates occurring. RIP can discover hosts up to 15 metric (number of 
connections to a router) hops away.
The routing information on each Linux host is displayed by the command netstat -m  
and showing no any gateway entry. The routed daemon from the /etc/rc.d/rc.inet2 file 
on the gateway host will switch on at the OS boot time when this network will get the 
Internet connection.
4.4.3.2.5 Rwho Server
This daemon provides information about users and systems. The commands rwho and 
ruptime dependent on rwho server. The rwho collects the information for the 
localhost and broadcasts it when it receives information from the other hosts. The 
rwho puts the information in the file / usr/spool/rwho/who.hostname where the 
hostname is the name of the hosts that sent the information to the client host.
There is no any function of the rwho server within this Linux based network and it will 
stop on each host from the start-up script /etc/rc.d/rc. inet2 file.
4.4.3.2.6 Network File System (NFS)
Figure 4.7 gives NFS configuration files both for the client/server administration. 
There are different remote services which are depending on RPC server. NFS and NIS 
depend upon RPC servers. RPC server depends on portmapper for its registration.
NFS is run by the several daemons, some performing the client functions and some 
performing the server functions.
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Figure 4.7 NFS client/server administration
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Attaching a remote directory to the local filesystems is called mounting a directory. 
NFS clients can mount the disks on the server. NFS server allows the clients 
(workstation users) to read and change the contents of files stored on the server 
without ever having to log into the server or supply a password. Offering a directory 
for remote access is called exporting a directory. Exporting data through NFS allowing 
read-write access to a entire host rather than a user.
All RPC based services will block for each Linux based host from their relevant 
configuration files in Chapter 7 during setting up the security for the network with 
respect to the Internet connection.
4A3.2.7 SendMail
Electronic mail is very popular in personal, official, and business communication. 
Mostly organisations using the Internet connection for the electronic mail purposes 
since electronic mail is the most popular application of the Internet. Electronic mail 
even include programs such as, graphics, sound, video, and other types of data with 
the help of Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) program.
The most popular electronic mail program in UNIX is sendmail. The shell script with 
the Linux on each host from /etc/rc.d/rc.M runs sendmail as a daemon. Figure 4.8 
shows a general working behaviour of the sendmail daemon.
The below shell script from /etc/rc.d/rc.M runs sendmail as a daemon.
if [ -x /usr/sbin/sendmail ]; then
echo “Starting sendmail daemon ( /usr/sbin/sendmail -bd -q 15m)” ... 
/usr/sbin/sendmail -bd -q 15m
f i
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Figure 4.8 Sendmail daemon
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The first line of the shell script checks for the existence of the sendmail program. If 
the program is found, the shell script goes to the mail queue directory and removes any 
lock files found there. The mail queue directory holds mail that has not yet been 
delivered. It is possible that the system shutdown while the mail queue was being 
processed, so lock files may have been inadvertently left in that directory and should 
be removed during the system booting operation.
The next code starts the sendmail with two command-line options. The “-q” option 
relates to the mail queue and tells sendmail how often to process the mail queue. The 
option “15 m” means the queue is processed every 15 minutes. The time limit less than 
15 minutes or more than 15 minutes can be set. If the load on network with Internet 
connection for the inbound and the outbound mail is more, than time limit 5 minutes is 
a suitable time to process the mail queue. The option “-bd” tells sendmail to run as a 
daemon. This option causes sendmail to listen to TCP port 25 for the inbound mails.
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The sendmail receives and delivers by Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). SMTP 
is the Internet standard mail protocol responsible for the mail handling and used a TCP 
connection for the mail delivery. SMTP is an end-to-end delivery protocol, 
transmission is host-to-gateway, gateway-to-host, or gateway-to-gateway. The SMTP 
may be referred smtp from the /etc/services and the /etc/inetd. conf files.
Usually smtp delivers the outbound (external network) mail. The inbound (internal 
network) mail can be delivered by Post Office Protocol (POP), POP3 is TCP/IP based 
protocol designed to allow the client stations to read mail from the mail server host.
DNS server can help in setting the mail server for the internal and external networks, in 
case of internetworking environment. DNS server has a wildcard Mail eXchanger 
(MX) record that directs all the site mail to the mail server host. The mail server host 
then forwards the mail to an internal mail server or other hosts via pop3 daemon 
(pop3d).
The sendmail daemon will modify for the internal and the external mail at the Linux 
gateway host when this network will get the Internet connection.
4.4.3.2.8 X Windows
X Windows is a system designed to provide a modern graphical interface for UNIX 
programs and to enable the output of the multiple programs to be displayed 
simultaneously on a single screen. Each program can be seen in its own window and 
the user can move windows around on the screen and change their size without 
affecting the operation of the program that is using the particular window.
X Windows was primarily designed for the workstations running UNIX connected 
together via a LAN. An individual workstation can display the output of several 
programs that are running either on the workstation itself or on the other hosts within 
the network.
X terminals that incorporate the X windows protocol and can be connected via a LAN 
to a workstation to enable the several users to share the workstation. The X Windows 
listening usually on port number 6000 for the inbound connections.
X Windows shows what is happening on both sides of the network, provides 
simultaneous access to multiple host systems through several windows on the same 
terminal screen, can see whole picture of the screen on both sides of the client/server.
X Windows service has no any terminal based application on this Linux based network. 
The service on each Linux host can be started from the start-up script file 
/etc/rc.d/rc.6.
4.5 Testing Network Connections and Daemon Services
In networking netstat command is a useful tool for checking the network 
configurations and its activities. The netstat is a collection of several tools. The netstat 
displaying number of information including the routing table, interface statistics and 
their connections, types of socket (Raw {for IP}, Dgram, Stream), and type of 
protocol (IP, UDP, TCP).
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The netstat -r command displays the kernel routing table. The netstat -n makes 
netstat to the print IP addresses rather than the symbolic host and the network names. 
This is especially useful when to avoid address lookups via nslookups command of the 
DNS server over the network.
When netstat -i displays the status of the configured network interfaces. The netstat - 
a will print all the interfaces present in the kernel, not only those that have been 
configured currently.
The command netstat -im  is used to test for the each of Linux based host. On each 
Linux host the network drivers and IP interfaces are in operation.
As ping IP reachability the clients hosts generates ICMP echo request packets and the 
server host responds with ICMP echo response packets. The command ping localhost 
or ping remote_hostname or IP number tested for each of the Linux host and IP layer 
on each host is in operation.
Also different network daemon services such as ftp, telnet, rlogin, finger, etc on the 
each Linux host are tested by entering the command telnet localhost <port-number> 
or from their relevant clients like ftp 0 is testing ftp daemon or finger @ localhost 
testing finger server. The test is successful for each of the well-known network service.
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5. Network Services and Their 
W eakness
5.1 Managing Network Services
There are number of network services. The general classification of the network 
services shown in Figure 5.1. TCP/IP based services are also known as the Internet 
services. The behaviour of these services are exactly the same on LANs and the 
Internet.
Figure 5.1 General classification of network’s services
5.1.1 Information Based Services
There are many information based services. For example gopher, world -wide web, 
Usenet, and finger are mostly used throughout world on the Internet. These services 
get different level of information may be business, news, research, finding electronic 
mail address for a known person on a network, or getting other general information.
5.1.1.1 Gopher
The gopher client to carry over requests to the gopher server and requested documents 
from the server to the client. Gopher clients look at /etc/services to find the proper 
port number at which they can contact a gopher server.
gopher 70/tcp
The above line means the request to connect to gopher server, where the super-server 
listening for the gopher server at the port number 70 by using TCP connection for its 
clients.
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The gopher server processes the received TCP data and interprets the query. Since this 
is the request for a particular file on the server, the server opens and reads the file and 
then sends it back to the client over the network or Internet as a stream of TCP 
packets. The client receives these information. For each document retrieval each time a 
new TCP connection is brought up. The gopher server works similar to Web server 
except in Web each inline graphic document creates a separate TCP connection with 
the server that holds that graphic. As compared to Web server gopher server is an 
improvement in the file transfer protocol server. The gopher server is not available on 
this Linux based hosts.
5.1.1.2 World-Wide Web (WWW)
WWW (httpd) is most powerful information service on the Internet. Web has great 
feature, it includes number of the other Internet information services such as, ftp, Wide 
Area Information-based Services (WAIS), gopher, and telnet. Web browsers 
(netscape/mosaic/lynx) can provide access to all of these services. Web browsers also 
called Web clients.
Web documents are written in a language called Hyper Text Markup Language 
(HTML). HTML is a standardised document tagging language based on International 
standard commonly known as the Standardised Generalised Markup Language 
(SGML). HTML supports the inclusions of graphics, audio and video objects into a 
document.
A hypertext link in HTML contains a pointer is known as a Uniform Resource Locator 
(URL). URLs provide standardised specifications for objects or resources located on a 
network/Intemet. The URL serves as an enhanced Internet address. Web clients use 
the URL to find an object on the network and select the proper protocol for interacting 
with that object. For each document URL is unique and each time for new documents 
makes new connection with the Web server.
Web server transfers HTML documents to each other through a protocol called Hyper 
Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). HTTP is a connection-oriented protocol designed for 
the low-overhead transport of files consisting of a mixture of text and graphics. HTTP 
uses a stateless object-oriented protocol with simple commands that support selection 
and transport of objects between the client and the server.
Web server can run standalone or under super-server. A standalone Web server is 
better approach for the heavy use. However for the testing purposes better is to run 
Web server under super-server. Web server using usually reserved port number 80. If 
the server runs under super-server then it must have an entry in / etc/services and 
/etc/inetd.conf files. Figure 5.2 gives a configuration overview of WWW files with 
respect to the system administration.
In system configuration WWW daemon is called httpd. The httpd configuration file 
often referred to as the rule files define how the httpd will translate a request into a 
document name. The directives controlling as well as protection configuration of httpd 
feature are also put into the configuration file. This is essential to prevent unauthorised 
access to the private documents. The rule files informs server about which directory 
trees are protected, and which are public. The default configuration file is 
/etc/httpd.conf. The file httpd.conf controls how the server actually works and defines
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the server type. The server type is specified by the ServerType directive command. The 
ServerType may be Inetd or Standalone. Server’s home directory is specified via 
ServerRoot directive command.
Figure 5.2 Web server’s administration files
The srm.conf configuration file controls how httpd server finds the documents and 
scripts. The global Access Control File (ACF) is called access.conf. This file controls 
what type of access Web browsers have the whole server or certain directories. The 
defaults enable all feature to all Web browsers without any security precautions. 
Access control and user authentication makes Web server relatively safe, but not 
bulletproof. With domain-based access control Web server is only safe as the DNS. 
With user authentication, the password is passed over the network in unencrypted 
form. This method is similar to telnet in which username and password are travelling 
in the plaintext. At the movement Web client/server based services are not available 
within this Linux based network.
5.1.1.3 Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP)
Mostly news is transmitted using the Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP) 
which runs on top of TCP/IP. NNTP server is called nntpd, may be compiled in two 
ways, depending on the expected load on the news system and configuration is done 
through macro defines in the common/conf.h file. The super-sever creates port number
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119 where nntpd provides news services to the clients. The nntpd has best working 
behaviour with the “nn” news software package.
Access to NNTP resources is governed by the file nntp_access in /usrAib/news. Each 
line in nntp_access file has a meaningful format. The nntp_access file defines that if a 
client connects to the NNTP port, nntpd attempts to obtain the host’s fully qualified 
domain name from its IP address by reverse lookup. The client’s hostname and IP 
address are checked against the site field of each entry in the order in which they 
appear in the file. Matches may be either partial or exact. The nntp_access file also 
describes the access rights granted to the client. It defines the permission to retrieve 
news by pulling (read), and transmit news by pushing (xfer).
The pulling news, in which the client requests a list of all available articles from a 
group that have arrived after a specific date. This query is performed by the 
NEWNEWS command. From the returned list of message IDs, the client selects those 
articles it does not yet have, using the ARTICLE command for each of them in return. 
Pulling news need tight control by the server. It has to make sure that no confidential 
material from newsgroups local to the site are sent to the unauthorised clients. Pushing 
news has a disadvantage that it places a heavy load on the server system, since it has to 
search its history database for every single article.
An overall problem of NNTP is that it allows the knowledgeable to insert articles into 
the news stream with the false sender specification. This is called faking. The weakness 
in nntpd like SMTP and to serve both as a back end for the interactive users. If the 
news are directly distributed on each host then this is not the secure step. The good 
step is to run the nntpd proxy server which can collect and distribute the news for the 
external and the internal side of the network.
The nntpd may be configured as either a standalone server and started at system boot 
time from the /etc/rc. inet2 or the daemon managed by super-server. At the movement 
there is no any news packages available within this Linux based network through 
which the nntp can interact.
5 .1.1.4 Finger Protocol
Figure 5.3 shows a general structure about the finger services. The finger is a best 
way to get information about the electronic mail address for a network or the Internet 
user.
Figure 5.3 finger daemon
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The finger client and the server are based upon TCP connections. The in.fingerd is a 
server program and finger is a client program. The in.fingerd does not run with root 
user ID from the /etc/passwd file. It usually runs with the nobody user ID or with 
daemon user ID. The accounts nobody, and daemon have no login entry or no any 
directory path just having user ID from the /etc/passwd file. The finger server also 
compromises to the Internet Worm (defined in chapter 7) which can damage the 
system software. Also the finger information may help the attackers try to break the 
system software. The reasonable solution to the finger service either to comment the 
in.fingerd from the /etc/inetd.conf file or with the Internet connection to run a proxy 
finger server on the gateway host.
The in.fingerd program is available on all Linux hosts in the path /usr/sbin under the 
control of super-server with reserved port no. 79 and has UID of the nobody from the 
/etc/passwd file.
5.1.2 Files Transfer Services
The most important files transfer services are File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Trivial 
File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) where FTP is based TCP while TFTP used UDP 
connection.
5.1.2.1 File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
Figure 5.4 can help for understanding the general configuration structure of FTP. 
The ftp is implied name of a protocol, and as well as the name of its client, while FTP 
server is called ftpd.
Figure 5.4 FTP server administration
Both ftp and ftpd are bi-directional in communication, and any one can send or can 
receive a file. The ftpd creates two ports for ftp, where one is a well-known port
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number 21 for the commands and connection setup, while for the data or the file 
exchange is any random port. The creation of a random port is against the law of the 
system reserved ports. Additional ftpd runs with super-user UID with two different 
kinds of services.
One service is based on the real user account called real ftp, while other is very open 
service called anonymous ftp for the public use over WAN or the Internet 
environments. The real and anonymous ftp services are creating a great challenge for 
the security domain of the network. The network with the Internet connection is 
unsecured due to the open use of ftp. The ftp even can transfer the whole databases 
and OS of a network environment.
The real ftp can secure in the internetworking environment with the help of an 
advanced authentication program. However advanced authentication is only protection 
way for controlling the misuse of a real user accounts with respect to his or her 
account name and password. The challenge still exist for protection of a file 
transaction.
The anonymous ftp needs a lot of security attention since the service over the 
internetworking is open with or without a mail address which is just for formality. The 
anonymous ftp without careful configuration is a great enemy for an organisation 
network which has the Internet connection. The anonymous ftp can bring viruses, 
Trojan horses (defined in chapter 7), or can download secret database files of an 
organisation network with WAN or the Internet connection.
The anonymous ftp account rules must be strict such that, no any directory or file own 
by the ftp account, no any real UID from the /etc/passwd file are kept in the 
anonymous ftp path, no any file or directory would be write-able in the ftp path by any 
one except the super-user. The very important thing that anonymous ftp service must 
execute the chroot option, where chroot system call plays an important rule for the real 
ftp account that no one from the any untrusted site can misuse the account. No doubt 
chroot is protecting ftpd from any misuse but the drawback of the chroot that it creates 
two different processes which occupied the more system RAM.
At the movement there is no any configuration for the anonymous ftp account on the 
each Linux host. In case of the Internet connection anonymous ftp account will setup 
on the Linux gateway host with the chroot option.
5.1.2.2 Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP)
TFTP daemon is known as tftpd. The tftpd does not perform authentication and the 
diskless clients use tftpd to download their kernels from the server host. The diskless 
clients can encode TFTP in PROM chips. The program in PROM is called the system 
bootstrap. The bootstrap broadcasts a Booting Protocol (BOOTP) requests on the 
network. When bootp daemon (bootpd) on the server host hears such a request, it 
looks up the client’s in the /etc/bootp file. If the server host finds an appropriate entry 
it responds by telling the client it's IP address and the file from which it should boot the 
OS usually tftp boot file.
The tftpd usually runs under port number 68 and bootpd daemon runs under port 
number 67. The tftpd is normally restricted to serving the files in a single directory
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usually tftp boot. Since anything placed in the tftp boot directory is accessible to the 
entire network, it should contain only boot files and should not be publicly write-able.
Another aspects of tftpd that it allows to be integrated with electronic mail. A client 
can specify to the server that it will send a file, that should be treated as a mail with the 
file name taken to be the identifier of a mailbox to which the server should deliver the 
message.
5.1.3 Network-to-Network (login) Services
There are two most popular network-to-network login services (telnet or rlogin). 
These services can jump from network to network, depending on accounts 
allocations. The remote login accounts can be used by telnet or rlogind protocol. The 
telnet service is available on most OS, while rlogin is available on UNIX.
5.1.3.1 Telnet
The remote login function is a part of TCP/IP mostly provided by the telnet protocol, 
which is a Virtual Terminal (VT) connection. The telnet allows a network user to 
connect to a remote host. In telnet session once the connection has been made, then 
localhost becomes transparent to the remote host. Figure 5.5 shows about the telnet 
client and the telnet server working behaviour.
Figure 5.5 telnet and rlogin server administration
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The telnet is also a name of the protocol and its client. The telnet server is called 
in.telnetd within the Linux system and is under the control of super-server. The super­
server creates port number 23 for telnet server, where the telnet clients can make 
connection. The telnet client has command format telnet remote-hostname or 
(localhost or IP address [port number]), where [port number] is optional. The telnet 
client may have any random port when making connection to the telnet server. The 
telnet can jump from network to network and the server each time asking clients to 
provide username and password. After entering correct username and password login 
shell will be prompt on the remote host.
The telnet client is also used fairly often for debugging protocols that are normally 
accessed by dedicated clients. For example to check smtp server enter the command 
telnet hostname 25 to connect to the smtp servers directly on port number 25 and 
type SMTP commands. Note when to run telnet to connect any other port except the 
port number 23 or 24 then telnet program does not use the telnet protocol unless 
telnet client is talking to a telnet server on the standard port 23 or 24.
The telnet is also a best tool to verify the username and password on the remote host. 
The telnet server uses a frill featured of the shell. The password and username both are 
going on the remote host in plaintext at the time of authentication. The whole telnet 
session between the remote and the localhost sends the information in plaintext, which 
makes it extremely vulnerable to sniffing and hijacking attacks on the Internet. The 
telnet can secure only if there is an end-to-end encryption between the remote and the 
localhost.
One solution for telnet server that it does not listen standard port 23 and for the login 
shell with fewer privileges. For advanced authentication there is also a demand to 
modify the actual telnet server to support for one-time password scheme.
5.1.3.2 rlogind
The rlogin is a client program and rlogind a server program In rlogin username is 
automatically transmitted at the connection setup. The rlogind works under super­
server with reserved port 513 on the each Linux host.
If rlogin connection is from a trusted host or trusted user then receiving host lets the 
user to login without supply a password. The rlogind automatically tries to 
authenticate the remote user by examining the contents of the /etc/hosts.equiv or 
user’s -Arhosts file. If automatic authentication is successful, the user is logged in 
directly without password. If /etc/hosts.equiv and ~/rhosts files have no trusted 
entries for the remote host then rlogin service is same like telnet.
Managing the trusted file /etc/hosts.equiv is easy as compared to the trusted -Arhosts 
file. To control and clean ~Arhosts file needs periodically check each user account. As 
trusted files can support IP spoofing attacks based on TCP sequence prediction to 
misuse the rlogind service.
The rlogind and telnet allows to define Term environment. The rlogin or telnet 
program defines current terminal definition as identified by the Term environment 
variable. Term environment variable can be copied to an internal memory buffer. The
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buffer holding the copied value of Term variable can be overflowed, causes a denial of 
a service attack.
The rlogin also set user ID at connection setup. As a consequence of this problem, 
users can become super-user if they have access to an account on the host.
There is no good secure solution exist to rlogind service, however rlogind proxy 
gateway service at the gateway host can protect a network or a host from the Internet 
misuse if the network and the gateway connections are properly configured.
5.1.4 RPC and r Commands Services
Figure 5.6 gives a general overview about RPC and “r” commands services. RPC and 
“r” services mostly using UDP transport service connection.
Figure 5.6 RPC and r commands services
RPC server creates any random port number. The creation of random port is a security 
problem due to the system reserved ports (1 to 1023). RPC server supports NFS and 
NIS services. NFS service is mounting and exporting directories between allowed 
hosts. NFS server cannot grant access to a specific user on a host it must grant access 
to the entire host. The showmount command displays a list of the all clients that have 
remotely mounted a filesystems. If a host allows read or write access to NFS mounted 
directories, then it is possible for an attacker to add a .rhosts entry in a guest user
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home directory. Also noted that rpcinfo -p command will probe the portmapper on a 
host and print a list of all the registered RPC services to the clients.
The “r” commands are rlogin, rsh, rexecd and rep. The rlogin is already discussed. The 
rsh is a client and rshd is a server program. They are similar to rlogin and rlogind 
except login prompt. The rsh lets to run a command on the remote host without even 
having to login. The rsh and rshd only work if there is a configuration file has a trusted 
user (~/.rhosts) or trusted host (/etc/hosts.equiv) entries for the remote host.
The remote execution daemon /etc/rexecd allows users to execute commands on the 
other host without having to log into them The client requests a connection and 
transmits a message specifying the username, the password and the name of the 
command to execute. As rexecd daemon does not use the trusted host mechanism, it 
can be used from any host on the network. However, because rexecd requires that the 
password be transmitted over the network, it is susceptible to the same password 
snooping as telnet. The rexecd provides different error messages for invalid usernames 
and password. If the username that the client program provides is invalid rexecd 
returns the error message “login incorrect”. If the username is correct and the 
password is wrong however rexecd returns the error message “password incorrect”. 
Because of this flaw an attacker can use rexecd to probe the system for the names of 
valid accounts. Noted the rexecd under the control of super-server and can be disabled 
in /etc/inetd. conf file.
As seen that “r” commands (rsh, rlogin, rep) are vulnerable to different kinds of the 
attacks. The “r” commands can be replaced by a new program called secure shell (ssh) 
available from the Internet ftp site. The ssh is a program to log into another host over a 
network or the Internet, and to execute commands in a remote host, and to move files 
from one host to another. It provides strong authentication and secure communications 
over the unsecured channels due to encryption. It is intended as a replacement for 
rlogin, rsh, and rep. Additionally, ssh provides secure X Windows connections and 
secure forwarding of arbitrary TCP connections.
The ssh has a great drawbacks that the users can continue to use old .rhosts and 
/etc/hosts.equiv files, changing over to ssh is mostly transparent for them If a remote 
site does not support ssh, a fallback mechanism to ssh is also included.
5.1.5 Personal or Multi Communication Services
The electronic mail, talk, Internet Relay Chart (IRC), or Web Relay Chart (WRC) are 
important communication programs over the Internet. IRC, and WRC are conference 
oriented services.
5.1.5.1 Electronic M ail (Sendmail)
The program sendmail with respect to the Internet connections need to run as a super­
user privileges and mailers run with systems level permission in order to deliver mail to 
the users’ mailboxes. The sendmail weak configuration may allow the attackers to mail 
the /etc/passwd file to their system.
The command telnet hostname 25 is tested to check that sendmail wizard password is 
enabled. The commands wiz, kill, and debug are tested one by one. The system replies 
each time 500 command unrecognised. This means sendmail version is not vulnerable.
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Also sendmaH using the configuration file sendmail.cf. The file contains most of the 
sendmail configuration, including the information required to route mail between the 
user mail programs and the mail delivery programs.
The sendmail.cf configuration file also prevents mail from sending when the load 
average is over some limit by using the “-oxlimit” option, where limit is the load 
average threshold. The users can still queue new mail but it won’t be delivered until 
the load average is tolerably low. This technique has a number of problems and effects 
mostly mail handle via the SMTP protocol. Local mail, UUCP mail and some network 
mail with high priority will still get out.
The threshold for receiving the mail should usually be greater than the threshold for 
sending the mail. The option “-oxlimit” has serious security problem it can cause mail 
server host to backup inbound mail where the mail server host is communicating 
external to another network or the Internet host. The inbound mail due to “-oxlimit” 
option on the receiving system is copied temporary in the other external or the 
network or the Internet host system where the receiving mail server host system was 
busy in communication. The occurring of such events can create a security problem 
for the network with WAN or the Internet connection.
The overall is that SMTP poses a threat to the system, since mailers run with systems 
level permission in order to deliver the mail to users’ mailboxes. Also SMTP directly 
over the Internet understands number of the insecure commands. For example VRFY 
and EXPN commands allow a remote client host user to verify that an address is local 
to a host (VRFY) and to expand an alias (EXPN). To minimise the SMTP insecure 
commands and isolating mailers so that SMTP runs in a restricted directory via chroot 
option of the system call.
5.1.5.2 Talkd
The talkd (daemon) is listening port 517 for its client under the control of super-server 
in each Linux host. Talk is a communication program that copies text from one user’s 
terminal to that of another, possibly remote user. Talkd notifies a user that someone 
else wishes to initiate a talk conversion. As part of the talk connection, talkd does a 
DNS lookup for the name of the host that the connection is being initiated from.
As talkd runs with root privileges, this may allow the attacker to execute remotely 
arbitrary commands with these privileges. This attack is only possible if an attacker is 
able to make a network connection to a vulnerable talkd program and provides corrupt 
DNS information to that host.
5.1.5.3 Internet Relay Chart (IRC)
IRC is a multi-users chat system, where people convene on channels to talk in groups, 
or privately. IRC is an improvement to the UNIX talk program and divided into 
channels. The user runs a client program usually called ire which connects to the 
Internet via another program called a ire server. The server to pass messages from user 
to user over the Internet.
IRC client then at the server end required nickname and password. When a user joins 
a channel anything that is typed excepting control commands is displayed to all the 
other users who have joined that channel.
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The channel may be public or private. In the private channel a person can talk to the 
desired person with respect to the password and personal code of the desired trusted 
person.
6. Authentication and Encryption
6.1 Secure Communication
A secure communication is the protection of information during the storage and the 
transmission. The protection is from accidental modification (loss of integrity), 
disclosure (loss of confidentiality or privacy), fabrication (loss of authenticity or insert 
spurious transactions to a network communication system), repudiation (loss of 
attribution) and interruption (loss of availability).
In networking communication, when packets of data sent from one network to 
another network over the Internet connection, packets traverse many networks. At any 
step of the way, the attackers could have access to those packets, and so the 
communication is not private.
An advanced authentication scheme, encryption algorithms, Privacy Enhanced Mail 
(PEM), Pretty Good Privacy ( PGP), and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) programs can 
protect against illegal access to a service or message on the network.
6.2 Authentication
Authentication requires proper identification. Strong authentication is really against 
illegal access to the host system resources. Authentication is more important than 
encryption. For strong authentication strong encryption is needed. For example 
authentication using one way encryption technique is better than using the two way 
(encryption and decryption) programs.
The strong authentication is based on One Time Password (OTP) scheme. Mostly 
client/server services the remote host authenticates the localhost by asking to provide 
the username and the password. The provided username and password are in 
plaintext. If an attacker captured the username and password and suppose the captured 
password is a super-user password, then it will be a more serious security hole for the 
entire system. There is a demand to produce authentication in such angle that a 
password is used once and based on cryptographic keys. In this way security of the 
Internet services that require authentication can improve. The one time cryptographic 
password is used exactly once, and after which it is no longer valid. OTP scheme 
prevents the passwords guessing but is prone to session hijacking if used without 
cryptographic key. The cryptographic key is an application of the digital signature 
using MD5.
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The messages transmitted between the two hosts on the Internet can also be 
authenticated. The authentication of messages depend on number of techniques. For 
example, the data origin authentication is done with a digital signature.
The future target is to apply OTP for many client/server base services and also to 
authenticate each inbound message or packet between two hosts on the Internet 
connection requirements.
6.3 Data Encryption
Encryption is a technique used to protect information in which a plaintext message is 
encoded into a cipher. The encrypted message is called the ciphertext. The process of 
retrieving the plaintext from the ciphertext is called decryption.
Remember encryption program is based on two things an algorithm and a key. An 
algorithm is a mathematical transformation. It transforms plaintext into ciphertext, and 
it transforms ciphertext back into plaintext, while the algorithm used for the 
transformation is controlled by a key. The process must be invertible so that a 
decryption algorithm can reverse the process using an appropriate key. The security of 
an encryption algorithm is based on the security of the key. The algorithm is a good 
one and its security is no more or no less than the security of the key. The key must be 
kept secure so that the unauthorised parties cannot complete the decryption process so 
the key may be cryptographic
Remember encryption can be available within the hardware or software platforms. The 
hardware encryption is based on link-to-link, while software encryption is end-to-end.
The link-to-link encryption protects messages in transit between the two nodes, but the 
message is in plaintext inside the nodes. Link encryption is invisible to the users and 
especially appropriate where the transmission line is the point of greatest 
vulnerability’s. The end-to-end encryption provides security, from one end of the 
application layer transmission to the receiving end of the application layer. This type of 
encryption data is decrypted at the receiving end. The end-to-end encryption may use 
symmetric (secret-key) or asymmetric (public-key) algorithms, depending on the 
security requirements.
6.4 Symmetric Encryption
The symmetric means the same key which encrypted the plaintext is used to decrypt 
the encrypted codes again in the plaintext form. The single key systems are called 
secret key or symmetric encryption systems, or sometimes private key systems. As 
long as the key remains secret, the system also provides authentication’s, proof that a 
message received was not fabricated by someone other than the declared sender. 
Authenticity is ensured because only the real sender can produce a message that will 
decrypt properly with the shared key.
There are two popular symmetric encryption algorithms. Both based on private keys 
and their working behaviour are similar except the key length.
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6.4.1 Data Encryption Standard (DES)
DES is a secret key, and symmetric cryptosystem. When used for the communication, 
both the sender and the receiver must know the same secret key, while the key is used 
both to encrypt and decrypt the message.
Figure 6.1 gives an overview of DES. DES is a form of encryption system known as a 
block ciphers and operates on fixed size blocks. A block cipher is an encryption 
algorithm that encrypts data in block size chunks. DES has an 8 byte block size. This 
means that the algorithm accepts 8 byte of the plaintext and splits out 8 byte of the 
ciphertext. DES key is 56-bit long plus 8 testing bit.
Figure 6.1 DES encryption/decryption process
DES has four modes and each mode has particular advantages in some circumstances 
such as when transmitting text over a noisy channel or when it is necessary to decrypt 
only a portion of a file.
• Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode is a simplest mode of operation. DES is used 
as 8 byte blocks of data. Because no context goes into each encryption every time the 
same size 8 bytes are encrypted with the same key, the same cipher text results. ECB 
mode should be used only for the transmission of keys and initialisation vectors and 
works with noisy transmission channels. The alteration of a few bits will corrupt only 
a single 64- bit block.
• Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode is most important mode of the operation 
where in this mode each block of plaintext is exclusive with the previous block of 
cipher text before encryption. The data to be encrypted is divided into blocks Bl,
B2,.... . Bn each of 64-bit. The last block can be used as a checksum or signature to
check that the ciphertext has not been altered. A transmission error in a block of 
ciphertext will corrupt both that block and the block of plaintext when using CBC 
mode. •
• Cipher Feedback (CEB) output is fed back into the mechanism. After each block is 
enciphered, part of it is shifted into a shift register. The contents of this shift register 
are encrypted with the user key value using effectively ECB mode, and this output is 
exclusive with the data stream to produce the encrypted result. This method is self­
synchronising, and enables the user to decipher just a portion of a large database by 
starting a fixed distance before the start of the desired data.
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• Output Feed Back (OFB) output is also fed back into the mechanism. A register is 
initialised with some known value. This register is then encrypted with ECB mode 
using the user key. The result of this is then used as the key to encipher the data block 
using an XOR operation and it is also stored back into the register for use on the next 
block.
6.4.2 International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA)
IDEA is developed in Switzerland and licensed for non commercial use in PGP. IDEA 
uses a 128-bit user supplied key to perform a series of nonlinear mathematical 
transformations on a 64-bit data block. IDEA has a key length over twice that of DES 
and faster than DES.
IDEA and DES using private key between the two trusted parties. The transmission of 
private key over the Internet is not a safe step. It is difficult to manage secrecy of the 
key. This introduces a problem of having to share the key with the other parties, and 
making the system more vulnerable to compromise. Public key or asymmetrical 
encryption solves this problem by using private and public keys concept. However, 
public key encryption is relatively inefficient and is not suitable for either encrypting 
large volumes of data or operating at high speeds.
6.5 Public-Key Algorithms
The security of the encryption can be no better than the security of the key. The public- 
key cryptography algorithms can solve the keys distribution problems. The public key 
cryptography divides each user’s keys into a public key, which can be stored in public 
databases, and a private or secret key, that resides only with the individual. The actual 
encryption for privacy is done by the secret key. The public key is used for 
management of the private keys. The public key cryptography algorithm is called 
asymmetric algorithms. The most important asymmetric algorithm is RSA.
RSA is a public key cryptosystem for both encryption and authentication. It was 
invented in 1977 by Ron Rivest (R), Adi Shamir (S), and Leonard Adleman (A) called 
(RSA). RSA can be used for privacy and authentication. RSA is not an alternative or 
replacement for DES or IDEA. RSA is used together with DES or IDEA in a secure 
communication environment.
RSA allows two important functions not provided by DES. RSA provides secure key 
exchange without prior exchange of secrets, and digital signatures. For encryption 
RSA and DES can be combined as first the message is encrypted with a random DES 
key, and then, before being sent over an unsecured communications channel, the DES 
key is encrypted with RSA. Together, the DES encrypted message and the RSA 
encrypted DES key are sent. This protocol is known as an RSA digital envelope.
The primary advantage of public key cryptography is increased security. The private 
keys do not ever need to be transmitted or revealed to anyone. In a secret key system, 
by contrast, there is always a chance that an enemy could discover the secret key while 
it is being transmitted.
The disadvantage of using public key cryptography for encryption is speed. For 
encryption, the best solution is to combine public and secret key systems in order to
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get both the security advantages of the public key system and the speed advantages of 
the secret key systems.
6.6 Hashing Algorithms (HA)
A hash algorithm is a check that protects the data against most modification. Hash 
functions produce a reduced form of a body of the data such that most changes to the 
data will also change the reduced form. The result is sometimes called a digest or 
check value.
An essential element of most authentication and digital signature schemes is a hash 
algorithm. A hash function accepts a variable size message “M” as input and produces 
a fixed size tag H(M) sometimes called a message digest or fingerprint which uniquely 
identifies an individual. The chances of any two messages hashing to the same value 
are minute enough to be negligible. From the output of the hash function the original 
message can never get back like DES or IDEA.
It is good to apply hash function on a message with personal key or one-time 
authentication. There are two most popular one way hashing functions one is MD5 and 
other is HAVAL. Both are described shortly below.
6.6.1 MD5
MD5 stands for message digest. Figure 6.2 shows a general working criteria for MD5, 
where MD2 and MD4 were introduced before MD5. The hashed collision was found in 
MD4 and due to this reason MD5 introduced. Also transcription error was found in 
the original MD5 draft. The corrected algorithm should be called MD5a, though 
mostly people refer to it as MD5.
MD5 is conjected that the difficulty of coming up with two messages having the same 
message digest is on the order of 2A64 operations, and that the difficulty of coming up 
with any message having a given message digest is on the order of 2A128 operations. 
The level of security provided by MD5 should be sufficient for implementing very high 
security hybrid digital signature schemes. PGP and PEM are also based on MD5.
Figure 6.2 MD5 overview
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hashed output (same hashed hashed output
128-bits result) 128 bits
It is also possible to digest message with private key usually length 16 byte. MD5 
produces an output of 128-bit fingerprint. The fingerprint is attached alongwith the 
message/packet and at the destination again from the same input with same key MD5 
is applied to get the same fingerprint. Both the received and the calculated fingerprints
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are compared. And if the result is same it means the received message or packet was 
not modified during the transmission by an attacker. MD5 is best to check the integrity 
of the message or to apply for OPT authentication.
6.6.2 HAVAL
HAVAL one way hashing algorithm that takes any arbitrary length message as input 
and produced hash code 256-bit output. HAVAL does work similar to MD5 just its 
hashed output longer than MD5 so it is more secure than MD5. The processing speed 
of same length message within HAVAL greater than MD5. HAVAL function can be 
applied on a message with personal key of usually length 256-bit so it gives more 
secure hash code than MD5. The output of HAVAL may be input for DES to get the 
more secure digital signature transmitted along with the message over the Internet.
6.7 Digital Signatures
A digital signature is a protocol that produces the same effect as a real signature. It is a 
mark that only the sender can make a real signature. The signature to confirm 
agreement to a message. The signature is not re-use-able or alterable and signature 
provides strong authentication. The signature is application of RSA, IDEA/DES, 
MD5, or HAVAL.
The signature systems employ public and private keys. Public key cryptography is a 
leading candidate for these signatures. The sender of a message uses a private key to 
sign it and this signature can be verified by means of the public key. For example in 
RSA a sender with his/her private key which is secret and known only by him/herself is 
signed the message called SO and the sender with the receiver’s public key (open key) 
encrypt/decrypt the signed SO called SI and attached (SI) with the message and 
transmitted to the receiver. The receiver with his own private key encrypt/decrypt S1 
and to get SO. The receiver again with the sender’s public key encrypt/decrypt the SO 
to get the original result. In this way the origin of the actual sender is verified.
7. Network Security and Internet 
Connection
7.1 Network Security Aspects
Security is an important issue in network distributed environments. In standalone and 
networked environments most OS providing low level of security. UNIX is shipped to 
be installed in a easy-to-use state with most services running, or doors into the system 
open. UNIX is insecure as shipped, it takes an investment of time and energy to 
understand and secure each UNIX based host. In some cases a bundled of service may 
not be securable enough for a specific application, and may need replacement or 
removal. For example services such as, telnet, finger, tftp, ftp, smtp, rlogin, rsh, 
rexecd, NIS, NFS, X Windows need a lot of security attention.
UNIX security, origin based on the password and the file permission modes. When the 
localhost makes a connection to the remote host on a network or the Internet, the 
username and the password travelled in the plaintext. The network with the Internet 
connection, a good place for an attacker to get the illegal access of the unprotected 
resources. Attackers commonly steal plaintext passwords via sniffing tools and then 
use the compromised passwords to masquerade as authorised users.
Controlling the network security of each host with respect to the Internet connection is 
very difficult. It is similar to controlling the physical access to a country. The following 
aspects are playing important rules to build up the security of a network for each of 
its standalone host.
• Awareness
Awareness establishes an organisational policy regarding computers access, 
information ownership and user responsibilities. Makes users aware of their personal 
accountability for protecting the organisation’s information. •
• Access control
Access control or authorisation grants privileges to the entity, such as to access a 
service or a file or an entire system. Authorisation of the different network or Internet 
databases or services such as, ftp, telnet, X Windows, talk, ire, rsh, NFS, electronic 
mail, etc depending on the system configuration files. Allowing to access these inbound 
services on the Internet in a secure manner need a lot of security effort. Any undue 
authorisation to access for a service, may create a security hole in the network. The 
proper authorisation and advanced authentication with access control policy in the 
Internet environment is backbone of the network security.
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• Object-Reuse
Object-reuse a storage object, such as a memory block or a disk sector is no longer 
needed by one user, and the OS may reassign it to a different user. Prior to 
reassignment, the OS must clear the contents of the resource so that the new user 
cannot see the contents left behind by the previous user. If an application creates 
permanent files on a system that does not provide access control, and those files must 
be cleared.
• Integrity
The integrity determines how a system resources are supposed to behave and also 
that information has not been modified by an unauthorised source. One network 
security mechanism commonly used to support integrity service is encryption that 
protects against the unauthorised modification of the information.
• Service Assurance
Service assurance means to protect the share resources on servers from attack like 
denial of service and to recover to full service from such attacks. Additionally 
assurance is the level of trust that is placed in a security devices, and software 
routines.
• Audit
The audit needs to determine what was done, by whom, and what was affected. The 
only way to achieve these results are by having some incorruptible record of activity 
on the system that positively identifies the actors (attackers) and actions involved.
7.2 Defining Network Security Policy
A security policy is the set of rules and practices that regulate how information and 
other resources are managed, protected, and distributed within a specific information 
system. Without a security policy, it is difficult to assess what protection is needed. 
The policy also provides the basis for the design and implementation of the security 
controls.
An effective network security policy means asking some difficult questions about what 
types of internetworking services and resources are going to allow users to access, and 
which ones will have to restrict because of the security risks. An affective network 
security policy is something that all the network users and the network administrators 
can accept and are willing to enforce. The security policy also depending on the cost of 
the implementation.
An important security policy statement for a safe side of the network that the Internet 
access. For example dial-in interactive network protocols that require identification 
and authentication like telnet to an host requires strong individual user authentication 
must be cryptographic based.
As the weaknesses of the network services are analysed in Chapter 5. The question is 
to install the proxy based servers for each of the allowable inbound (from the Internet 
site to the inside network) and the outbound (from the inside network to the Internet 
site) services such that, to cover the weaknesses of each allowable service, and for 
end-to-end encryption to design and implement an interface, where the interface 
exchanges secure and authenticated messages between the two sites of the hosts.
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The lists of allowable inbound and outbound services are ftp, telnet, rlogin. finger, and 
smtp. The servers based services that have no more secure solutions such as, RPC 
portmapper, rshd, rexecd, rwho, tftpd, NFS, ire, systat, bootpd, and talkd did comment 
from their relevant configuration or the start-up script files for the host linuxl, since 
this host will act as the Internet proxy gateway host for the rest of the Linux based 
network. As due to changes in start-up scripts /etc/rc.d/cr.* OS boot files the host 
linuxl is rebooted to take the notice of any change.
7.3 Network Security Origin
The security of a network is based on the security of its each component. The 
backbone of any security policy is understanding what is happening on each host. 
When a host becomes too complex for understanding the security is easily 
compromised. A network of interacting computers is very complex system. The flow 
of trust possible between one host and another can cause transitive relationships to 
evolve that are not desired. Securing individual host is still an important part of the 
Internet security. Any host having the Internet connection, then it is open in resources 
for whole users of the Internet. The security of each host is based on the security of its 
software use. The whole security of a standalone host based on OS, its users and users 
authority limit, passwords techniques, the network services, and type of the protocols 
used.
The first step is to know what machines exist on a network. Good administration of a 
network, and efficient utilisation of network resources, requires the type and load 
patterns of each attached device be known. Whenever a device is added to a network 
their location, type, and use of the device should be noted on a network plan. A 
method available to map an unknown network is to ping to the broadcast address, 
255.255.255.255. The command ping -I 300 -s 255.255.255.255 is tested on the 
Linux based network and command reported only the available four Linuxs hosts.
The important line of defence against unauthorised access to a network host system is 
the / etc/passwd file. The file has username: encrypted password: UID:GID: comment: 
home directory: login shell. It is not necessary that the actual encrypted password be 
placed in the encrypted password field. The /etc/passwd file is world-readable in order 
to take place for the several non-privileged commands to work. The commands login, 
su, and passwd are ever need to look at the encrypted password, and all of these 
commands are privileged, nonprivileged users should not be allowed to obtain the 
encrypted passwords for the other users. UNIX solved this problem with a 
mechanism called a shadow password file. If character “x” is placed in the encrypted 
field of /etc/passwd file then the user actual password is stored in the /etc/shadow file. 
The /etc/shadow password file must be readable only by the super-user. The primary 
advantage to use the shadow password file is that it puts the encrypted passwords in a 
file not accessible by the normal users. Unfortunately shadow password file is not 
available on this Linux based hosts. However /etc/passwd file is own by the super-user 
and the other users just can read this file.
The password expiration dates, are important for the temporary users. Writing 
expiration dates in the /etc/passwd file vary from UNIX system to system, the installed 
Linux based system does not support the password expiration date.
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Most vendors install several default accounts in the password file. These accounts 
include such as, daemon, sys, bin, uucp, news, nobody, ingres, as well as the others. 
The execute-able programs of these accounts are be carefully examined. All these 
accounts have “*” entry in the encrypted password field of the /etc/passwd file, such 
that no one can get login prompt via these accounts.
A group account is a single account shared by several people. The proper way to allow 
users to share the information, rather than giving them a group account to use, is to 
place these users into a group. This is done by editing the group file /etc/group, and 
creating a new group with the users whose wish to collaborate as members. There is 
no any group account existing within this Linux based network and the /etc/group file 
on each Linux host is own by the super-user and other users just can read this file.
The cron and at programs should run only those programs as the administrator 
recognised. Files referenced by cron or at should not be write-able by every one. The 
cron is by default a super-user on many systems because the cron program is started in 
the OS boot procedure. Any program cron starts then it will be a super-user program 
The /usr/spool/cron/crontabs on each Linux host has read, write, and executable 
permission only for the super-user with chmod 700.
The super-user account is the father of all accounts. The protection of super-user 
account is the protection of the entire system On each Linux host /etc/security (vary 
from UNIX to UNIX may be / etc/tty, or / etc/ttytab) file is edited and in front of a 
devices name (ttyl to tty6) “insecure” entry is written. The each host due to 
“insecure” entry are refused to direct login as a super-user from any where. The 
administrator first login as a normal user then to execute the su command to become a 
super-user.
System initialisation files are another ideal place for an attacker to place commands or 
shell script that will allow access to the system By writing selected commands in the 
/ etc/rc.d/rc.* files, it is possible for an attacker to reconstruct a backdoor into the 
system whenever the system is rebooted. These files only write-able by super-user and 
only the super-user can list these files on each Linux host with chmod 700.
Devices security is an important issue. Devices files usually residing in /dev are used by 
the various system programs to access the data stored on the disk drivers or in the 
memory. The /dev directory with permission mode 600 under super-server on each of 
the Linux host for the purpose of secure gateway.
All important system directories under path / such as, /etc, /etc/rc.d, /bin, /urs/sbin, 
/ usr/bin, /usr/include, /usr/lib, /lib, etc. directories, except the super-user no one can 
write any thing within these directories. The all important system directories especially 
on host linuxl having chmod 700 for the super-user.
7.4 Internetworking
There are many ways to connect LANs to WANs/Intemet. The switches, repeaters, 
hubs, bridges, routers etc. Here our choice is to discuss bridges and routers, and to see 
how really they can play the role of internetworking. The working behaviour of both 
(bridges and routers) are discussed below.
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7.4.1 Bridges
Bridge performs the function of a MAC relay and is independent of any higher layer 
protocol including LLC. There are three types of bridges used in data networks. 
Transparent bridges are used in network like Ethernet, source route bridges are used in 
Token ring network, and third type of bridge is the combination bridge also known as 
the mixed media bridge. The mixed media bridges are used to connect heterogeneous 
networks.
All bridges operate upto the TCP/IP interface layer, and have fast speed 
communication media than routers. Usually bridges are used to connect to LANs, 
having same environment to maintain the speed. When a bridge receives a packet it has 
a source address and a destination address. The bridge remembers the location, where 
it received the packet and assumes that the source address resides on that link. When 
the bridge is ready to forward a data packet, checks whether it has remembered the 
location of the destination address. If the destination address resides on a different link 
the packet is forwarded but only to the link from where the destination address was 
learned.
A bridge is said to be transparent to IP, if a host sends an IP datagram to another host 
on a network connected by the bridge, it sends the datagram directly to the host and 
the datagram crosses the bridge without the sending host being aware of it. The 
distinction between a bridge and a router depending on how far into the packet header 
the device reads. Basically bridges are good for connecting a group of Ethernet or a 
group of Token ring. They are not the devices of choice though for connecting a set of 
WANs, MANs, and LANs, that have various terminals and mainframes from different 
manufacturers and that are running the dissimilar protocols.
7.4.2 Routers/Gateways
Routers operate at the Internet layer of the TCP/IP model. They are responsible for 
identifying upper layer protocols, routing packets, fragmenting and reassembling, as 
well as detecting faults and updating the networks configuration lookup tables.
The basic properties of a router from the network point of view, a router is a normal 
host, and from the user point of view router is invisible. The router must understand 
the addressing structure associated with the networking protocols. It supports and 
takes decisions on whether or how to forward packets. Routers are able to select the 
best transmission paths and optimal packet sizes. The basic routing function is 
implemented in the IP layer of the TCP/IP protocol stack. A router can be said to be 
visible to IP. That is, when a host sends an IP datagram to another host on a network 
connected by a router, it sends the datagram to the router and not directly to the 
destination host.
The gateways are similar to routers. The routers are good for the heterogeneous 
environment but gateways are suitable for the heterogeneous as well as the 
homogeneous environment. The gateways can work up to the application layer of 
TCP/IP reference model and runs gated protocols with more metric values.
Most TCP/IP routers/gateways use the RIP to periodically broadcast their routing 
tables. In network commands route, routed and gated are involved in RIP.
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The disadvantage of using routers/gateways instead of bridges that they are slow in 
speed than bridges. This trade-off is due to the that routers use a lot of software to 
make intelligent decisions. The router establishes a MAC connection and an LLC 
connection with the source station and sends the packets to its network layer.
7.5 Network for Internet Connection
The Internet provides a standardised ways of communication with TCP/IP. All nodes 
of the Internet communicate through the IP protocols.
Every one is looking for the Internet connection, since the Internet is rich for number 
of the resources including business, research, personal communication, education, 
exchange of technologies, etc. Connection to the Internet is obtained by the Internet 
Service Provider (ISP) via a permanent network connection or dial-up link.
The following well-known ways to get the Internet access are-:
• Indirect Connection
Indirect connection, a computer via modem gives a phone call to an Internet host. The 
Internet host receives this call on its dial-in modems port and listens the dialler 
computer requests, asks the dialler to provide his/her identity usually the username and 
the password. In UNIX it is called shell account, a simple login account, that cannot 
get the services of Web server, since the dialler computer is not a part of the Internet 
connection.
• Direct Connection
Direct connection, is already explained in the beginning of Chapter 2. This mode of 
connection is superior to the shell account because local computer (standalone host) 
becomes a part of the Internet.
• Dedicated Connection
Dedicated connection requires a permanent communication line. Many academic 
institutions and some private companies have direct Internet connection. The direct 
connection may have multiple routers/gateways. The routers/gateways are connected 
to a leased telephone line or ISDN to the rest of the Internet. Our Linux based 
network will get the dedicated Internet connection via the University Internet gateway 
host.
7.6 Internet Host Vulnerabilities
The Internet was not designed to be very secure. Keeping a service on the Internet 
means taking a chance that someone will find a security hole’s due to the 
interconnection of several types of systems. The local security of the connected hosts 
systems are not always perfect and some leaks may be exploited as well by the 
malicious users.
The secure connection of the network with the Internet will require a lot of attention 
and awareness of the following attacks.
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7.6.1 Viruses
The viruses are sequence of code that are inserted into the other executable code, 
when those programs are run, then viral code is also executed. They can modified 
such as, executables programs, reduced system memory space, slowdown CPU 
performance, and can delete any file including the OS files.
Mostly UNIX users believed that viruses are not a concern on UNIX. Virus researcher 
at McAfee have discovered computer virus capable of infecting the Linux OS. The 
virus, named “Bliss” is significant. The “Bliss” virus is a destructive which overwrites 
Linux executables with its own code.
A number of the Internet ftp sites have been setup that contain in some cases vast 
numbers of viruses available for downloading. The big protection against UNIX 
viruses that do not download binary codes from potentially the untrusted sources.
7.6.2 Trojan Horses
Trojan horse program appears like a friend and can damage the system or captured 
something secret to gain more privileges, like super-user privileges. Trojan horses may 
be a compiled program or can call the compiler to execute the programs where 
compilers, libraries, and editors can help for writing and executing a Trojan horse 
program on a system host.
7.6.3 Logic Bomb
A logic bomb is a class of malicious code that goes off when a specified condition 
occurs. A logic bomb is a logic bomb whose trigger is a time or date. Logic bombs 
usually are embedded in programs by software developers who have real access to the 
system. The login spoof might be viewed as a logic bomb since it requires the 
condition that someone attempt to login using the target host. The logic bombs might 
check first to see where users are logged in, or which programs are currently in use on 
the system. Once triggered, a logic bomb can destroy or alter the data or cause the 
system to be halt.
7.6.4 Denial of Service Attack
A denial of service attack in which one user takes up all the system shared resources, 
and no any service or resource is enough left for the rest of users. A denial of service 
attack may be destructive, overload, or network (packets attack). The network denial 
of service attack is service overloading via message flooding.
The message flooding attack can engage a server host to be so busy servicing 
interrupt requests and network packets that it is unable to process local tasks in a 
timely fashion. In real life a client host can launch a denial of service attack against a 
server host by creating too many TCP half open connections. TCP half open 
connection occurs when the client host does not respond to the server’s host SYN 
ACK with the final ACK to complete the three way handshake. TCP half open 
connection causes the server’s pending TCP connection data structure to overflow. In 
this case the victim host will not be able to accept real connections until the pending 
TCP connection data structure is emptied. In this TCP SYN flooding attack the actual
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service is not damaged, only the ability to provide the service to the real clients is 
impeded.
ICMP redirects also may be employed for the denial of service attacks, where a host is 
sent a route that loses it connectivity. The client host sends ICMP echo messages to 
the target host many times and to disable the target host to serve other services due to 
under ICMP redirect attacks. The firewall restricts ICMP redirect and the outside of 
the Internet cannot ping to the protected network. The firewall also can protect 
number of servers from TCP SYN flooding attacks.
7.6.5 IP Spoofing
IP spoofing is a blind attack. The attacker is going to be taking over the identity of a 
trusted host in order to subvert the security of the target host. IP spoofing consists of 
several steps. First, the target host is chosen, next, a pattern of trust is discovered, 
along with a trusted host, the trusted host is then disabled, and the target’s TCP 
sequence numbers are sampled. There are many ways of to disable the trusted host and 
one common way is TCP SYN flooding.
7.6.6 Trapdoor or Backdoor
A trapdoor or backdoor is a feature in a program by which someone can access the 
program other than by the obvious, direct call, perhaps with special privileges. The 
most famous UNIX backdoor was the debug option of the sendmail program which 
was exploited by the Internet Worm program. The debug option was added for 
debugging the sendmail programs.
7.6.7 Worm
Worms are programs that can run independently and travel from host to host across 
the network or the Internet connections. Worms do not change other programs, 
although they may carry other code. Worm exploited security loopholes in UNIX and 
relax password policies to propagate itself from host to host. Protection against worm 
program is like protection against break into the system. If a host is secure from 
unauthorised access, it should be secure from a worm program.
7.7 Securing Network Over Internet
On Internet connection such as, discovering the dialling numbers, brute force attack on 
passwords, cracking a password and eavesdropping on an Ethernet connection (due to 
broadcasting nature) are not difficult. Also installing a virus, bomb or Trojan horse is 
not difficult. Preventing break-ins, detecting them and recovering from them however 
is difficult. However there are two most popular security packages. The packages can 
protect a network from rest of the Internet and make secure transactions over the 
Internet. The popular Internet packages are firewalls and SSL.
7.7.1 Firewalls
Firewalls are the most important and effective way of protecting a network from the 
external threats. A firewall is a control point for entry, defence point against attackers, 
arbitrator of security policy, departure point for internal users, and logger of external 
network activities. A firewall system can be a router, a gateway or collection of hosts.
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The router or gateway can be the same host, or they can be two different hosts. 
Similar, the gateway can be one host, or a number of different hosts. Firewall router is 
a matter of fact and a host (bastion/dual-homed gateway) is a matter of policy. A 
bastion host passes all the traffic between the two networks, while a router blocks all 
the packets from the outbound network destined for the inbound network, unless they 
are destined for the bastion host, and blocks all the packets from the inbound network 
destined for the outbound, unless they originated from the bastion host. The bastion 
host does not send routing information out (Internet site) about the internal network, 
and the internal network is invisible from rest of the Internet site.
Figure 7.1 shows the best application of a firewall is to use between an internal 
network and the Internet, although a firewall can be used between two networks.
Figure 7.1 Firewall definition
As cleared from the Figure 7.1 all networking services are required to pass through 
the bastion host, where the security and service policies are enforced explicitly. The 
bastion host is a security certification based on authorisation and strong authentication 
policy. The authorisation is performed by the kernel, and authentication is performed 
such as, by username and passwords, OTP, or challenge response systems.
7.7.2 Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
Firewalls guard against intrusion and unauthorised use on the bastion host and the 
internal network. Firewalls cannot guarantee the secure link between a client host and 
a particular server host on opposite sites of the firewalls. Firewalls also cannot secure 
the actual message being conveyed or create end-to-end secure link between the 
client/server hosts and ensure that sensitive information passing through the Internet 
link is safe from the prying eyes.
SSL is a security protocol for use in conjunction with HTTP and other Internet service 
protocols like telnet, ftp, nntp, smtp, and gopher. These application protocols (http, 
ftp, telnet, smtp, gopher, and nntp) are easily and transparently layered on top of SSL, 
and TCP/IP is layered beneath it. In easy term SSL implemented as a layer between the 
application and transport layers of TCP/IP layered model as shown in Figure 7.2.
SSL provides for message encryption using DES, certification of public key 
authenticity by using RSA, data integrity, and servers authentication.
SSL acting as a gateway like firewall host and can logs different services to the syslogd 
daemon. SSL does not work with the application level firewalls. However it does work 
with the packet-filtering firewall or SOCKS.
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Data Link and Physical layers services
Secure HTTP (SHTTP) is an extension of HTTP, where SHTTP adding cryptography 
to messages at the application layer. SSL encrypts the entire communications link 
(connection) between a client and server hosts, while SHTTP encrypts each message 
on an individual basis. In more easy term SSL secures the link (connection) established 
between the client and the server host on the Internet, while SHTTP secures each 
HTTP based messages.
8. Firewalls and Internet Security
8.1 Firewall Classification
There are different kinds of firewalls. The most popular are packet-filtering and 
application level firewalls. The packet-filtering works at TCP/UDP and IP layers. The 
application level gateway works at the application layer. Additionally circuit-level 
gateway firewall is derived from the application level gateway firewall.
8.1.1 Packet Filtering
Figure 8.1 gives a general overview about the packet-filtering firewall.
Figure 8.1 Packet-filtering firewall definition
Filtering header data
(Packet-filtering filters the packet’s header)
(only the allowed IP address 
site from internal network 
makes connection to the 
external networks/Internet)
i  r
(only the allowed service 
from a specified IP site 
or open IP site can make 
connection within the 
specified internal IP site!
r r
Outgoing clients from 
the internal site must 
have port > 1023
Inbound allowed 
clients from Internet 
site exactly listen for 
allowable service port
A packet-filtering gateway provides a cheap base-level security mechanism. Packet 
filter is designed to control the flow of IP fragmented datagram into packets based on, 
source port, destination port, source IP address, and destination IP address. Packet 
filter is the quickest and easiest firewall to implement. Packet-filtering usually installed 
within a dedicated router at least two network IP interfaces, router filtering the 
inbound and the outbound packets, between the internal network and the Internet.
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The well-known protocols TCP, UDP, and ICMP are filtered. Packet filter handles 
some protocols better than others. TCP packets are easy to filter as compare to UDP 
due to ACK flag bit. TCP is the best protocol to filter, as it is easy to kill off an entire 
session, and sessions are hard to capture. UDP is harder to filter, easy to capture UDP 
packets, and also hard to know that a UDP packet is the part of a session. Usually 
most ICMP packets are prohibited, but ICMP packet type (echo request and response 
) is allowed only in packet-filtering at the filtering router.
Packet-filtering has variation may be a Screened router, IP_filter, Cisco router, and 
Livingston router. IP_filter operates such as, on packet basis, protocol by protocol, 
port by port, and on a time basis. IP_filter performs actions either to pass or drop or 
log the packets. Mostly filtering roles are setup in the start-up script files at the system 
boot time.
Packet-filtering firewall having disadvantages. Packet-filtering firewall does not 
provide control access such as, user by user basis, logging of each byte exchanged 
between the localhost and the remote host, and advanced authentication. Packet­
filtering cannot fight against bugs or Trojan horses and difficult to test the 
configuration. Some protocols like HTTP, SMTP, and rlogin not well suited to packet­
filtering, even ftp service for the data exchange can create any random port and due to 
random port service is not suited to the packet-filtering firewall.
8.1.2 Proxy Level Firewall
Figure 8.2 gives a an overview about the proxy level firewalls.
Figure 8.2 FWTK proxy servers configuration..... ^Jftastion host)
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As packet-filtering firewall cannot provide security with audit and advanced 
authentication. It is possible to use proxy based firewall to protect against a greater 
range of the Internet attacks.
Proxy is acting as a gateway for each proxy allowable service between the internal 
network and the Internet. Proxy servers allow indirect Internet access through the 
bastion host. The proxy level firewall is completely secure, if configured correctly. The 
proxy firewall provides advanced authentication with OTP for the different remote 
login services. Proxy level firewall also provides protection against bogus and Trojan 
horses.
Trusted Information Systems Firewall Tools Kit (TIS FWTK) proxy servers are freely 
available via ftp or http. Figure 8.3 shows the working behaviour of FWTK for 
different kinds of the Internet services
The proxy level firewall have some disadvantages. Most proxy servers require two 
steps to connect the inbound or the outbound traffic and may require the modified 
clients to work correctly. The proxy servers slow down the communication between 
the inbound and the outbound networks.
8.1.3 Circuit-Level Firewall
Another type of firewall is a circuit-level gateways, are very similar to application level 
gateways except the proxy session operates at the TCP or UDP level rather than the 
application level. Circuit gateways are host-based and as such the gateway acts as a 
relay program by receiving packets from one host and handing them off to another. 
This design is less secure than the application level gateway because it validates the 
packets at the session layer rather than the application layer. The circuit-level gateways 
also makes easier for the internal users to initiate unauthorised sessions. These 
gateways are rarely used as a standalone firewalls, but when used in conjuction with 
application gateways, they can contribute a full suite of feature for more robust 
firewall.
8.2 Selection of Firewall
The selection of firewall for proxy or packet-filtering depending on the system 
resources, security important, and cost of resources. For strong security policy to run 
packet filter at the router and proxy server at the bastion host. A combination of the 
bastion host and the packet-filtering router are really the best defence against the 
Internet attackers. Even both packet-filtering and proxy can be run at the same host.
Packet-filtering packages have variation on UNIX system to system. For example IP- 
filter is applicable for SunOS and Solaris, available from the Internet sites either via ftp 
or http (ftp://coombs.anu.edu./pub/net/firewall/ip-filter). For Linux IP Firewall 
Administration (IPFWADM) tool via http://www.xos.nl/Linux/ipfwadm/ is freely 
available. The packet-filtering firewall also needs to write shell scripts and defining 
filtering configuration rule file in the / etc/rc.d/rc. * path.
There are two proxy servers packages SOCKS and FWTK. SOCKS consists of two 
parts one is SOCKS server and other is SOCKS client. SOCKS server has an access 
control list containing information about the clients. SOCKS server to accept or reject 
the connection after receiving the requests from the client such as, version number,
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connect request command, port number to which the client requested to connect, IP 
address to which the client requested to connect, and username of the person initiating 
the request.
FWTK and SOCKS packages provides same level of protection for the internal 
network. SOCKS has one program which covers all the Internet transaction, while 
FWTK provides different program for the different transaction. FWTK is more 
transparent to the administrator and the users.
FWTK version 1.3 is selected although latest version 2.0 beta also available. The 
version 2.0 fixes several major bugs in the version 1.3 http proxy concerning java 
script.
8,3 FWTK Components
The TIS FWTK important components are netacl, ftp-gw (ftp-gateway), tn-gw (telnet­
gateway), rlogin-gw, plug-gw, http-gw, login-sh (shell), smap and smapd, and x-gw 
services.
The netacl manages network access control policy and logging each accepted or 
rejected connection to the syslogd. The netacl program is a TCP wrapper since it 
provides a degree of access control for TCP based services. The netacl with service 
name is invoked by super-server. After this, netacl consults netperm-table to check 
that the service with associated IP is authorised to use the bastion host. If the host is 
authorised the real server process is invoked. All allowable original servers such as, 
telnetd, rlogind, fingerd, and ftpd are invoked by the netacl from the /etc/inetd.conf 
file. For example the in.fingerd has an entry with netacl in the /etc/inetd file  as below 
and similar case for the other allowable servers.
finger stream tcp nowait nobody /usr/local/etc/netacl in.fingerd
The netacl also consults the netperm-table. The table has configuration which allows or 
denies a service for the specified IP site, specifies rules for the gateway services, logs 
the inbound connections to the syslogd daemon, enables the authentication server for 
the advanced authentication, and also enables audit database services. All allowable 
original and their proxy servers except authentication (authsrv) must first be invoked 
by netacl from the /usrAocal/etc/netperm-table file. For example netperm-table has an 
entry for ftpd (original server) and ftp-gw (proxy server) which reflects that both 
services available on the bastion host without chroot for all hosts on the network
130.130.110.*.
netacl-ftpd: permit-hosts 130.130.110.* -exec /usr/sbin/ftpd
netacl-ftpd: permit-hosts 130.130.110.* -exec /usr/local/etc/ftp-gw
The other FWTK proxy servers and their working behaviour are explained in the 
implementation phase of the tool-kit.
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8.4 Selection of Firewall Location
FWTK implementations depend on the network hosts IP interfaces, their configuration 
and locations. The location and IP configuration of Linux based hosts shown in Figure
8.3.
Figure 8.3 Internet connection via linuxl
The host linuxl has dual IP interfaces and selected as a gateway for the internal 
network (130.130.110.*). The gateway entry for the internal network hosts (linux3 
and linux4) defined as (130.130.110.1) with metric one. The command ping is tested 
from linux3 and linux4 that does work only for the linuxl. The routed daemon is 
booted on linuxl from the /etc/rc.d/rc. inet2 start-up script file for the static routing 
which is secure than the dynamic routing. The gateway (130.130.111.254) entry for 
the Internet site is defined by route add command on the linuxl with metric 1. This 
gated entry is also written within the /etc/rc.d/rc.inetl file on host linuxl. The Internet 
IP interface (130.130.111.1) site on linuxl is configured with ifconfig command. The 
command ping from linuxl does work for the Internet site on wraith ( 130.130.64.1) 
and from wraith ping does work for linuxl only. The routed table with default route 
(130.130.111.254) is verified by using the command route -n on linuxl.
The target is to install FWTK on gateway host linuxl. This host is now known as a 
bastion host. The bastion host is a member of the Internet and the internal network. 
The bastion host passes data from the internal Internet site (internal network site is 
now known as internal Internet) to the external Internet site and from the external 
Internet site to the internal Internet site.
The bastion did and will fulfil the following requirements-:
• All inbound and outbound connections through the bastion host.
• The bastion host will provide a strong user authentication scheme that does not 
rely only username and passwords. The bastion host will fulfil this requirement 
after the complete installation of FWTK components.
• The bastion host is not running any unnecessary and unsecured daemons (NFS, 
NIS, RPC based servers and portmapper, rexecd, rshd, X Windows, tftpd, bootpd, 
rwho, and ire).
• The bastion host refuses to get direct login as a super-user privileges from any 
where.
• The bastion host will distinguish whether a user connection is inbound from an 
Internet site or an outbound from the internal protected site.
• The administrator via tn-gw on port number 23 will get login prompt on the 
bastion host from any site of the Internet.
• The bastion host will act as an SMTP mail gateway. All the inbound and the 
outbound mail will deliver via the bastion host.
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• The bastion host will delete all the compilers and their relevant libraries after the 
compilation and successful installation of FWTK components, and have no any 
normal user account. Only the administrator account is enable on the bastion host.
• The bastion host will log the each inbound connections from the Internet site via 
syslogd daemon.
• The bastion host has no any trusted entry in hosts.equiv or .rhosts.
• The bastion host will run anonymous ftpd service for the Internet users.
• Every internal Internet protected hosts are able to ping the bastion host, while the 
external Internet site just ping to the bastion host, where ping does work for any 
site from the bastion host.
8.5 Setting Anonymous FTP Account
The anonymous ftpd account setting varying from system to system. The Washington 
University wu.ftpd is the most popular software and it is available within the loaded 
Linux. The wu.ftpd has several additional feature that facilitates the handling of large 
numbers of anonymous ftp connections. The daemon provides such as, logging of 
transfer, logging of commands, classification of users by type and location, logon limits 
for each class of user, and per directory upload permission.
The anonymous ftp account on the bastion host is created with following instructions:
In /etc/passwd file an account is created with name anon-ftp. The created account has 
GID entry in the / etc/groups file. In anon-ftp created account entry is verified on 
the password encrypted field. The anon-ftp account has path / home/anon-ftp and login 
shell /bin/sh. Some people may try to keep /bin/false in the login shell. This is an 
assumption that login shell /bin/false prevents unauthorised anonymous users to get 
shell logins.
The owner of anon-ftp directory is super-user and group is anon-ftp. The user anon-ftp 
must not be the owner of /home/anon-ftp since this configuration prevents anonymous 
users from adding or removing files. The permission of /home/anon-ftp is set 555 since 
this mode allows read and execute access to all the files but disallows writing to the 
files. The permission mode (555) is verified by command Is -lgd /home/anon-ftp.
Another directory /home/anon-ftp/etc is created. The created etc has owner super­
user and group is anon-ftp. The /home/anon-ftp/etc directory has permission mode 
555. From the system area (/etc) passwd and groups files are copied in the path 
/home/anon-ftp/etc since anonymous wu.ftpd uses these files to display the user and 
group names when the remote users list directory contents with the dir command. 
From /home/anon-ftp/etc the passwd and the groups files are modified. From these 
files all unnecessary accounts are deleted and few daemon accounts have entry in 
the encrypted password field. The /home/anon-ftp/etc both files (passwd and groups) 
have permission mode 444.
The directory /home/anon-ftp/bin is created with owner super-user while group anon- 
ftp. The directory has permission mode 111 since this allows remote users to access 
files in the directory but not list their names. The program Is is copied in /home/anon- 
ftp/bin. The Is command helps anonymous user to see the names of files and directories 
in the /home/anon-ftp/pub.
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The pub directory in the path Aiome/anon-ftp/  is created. The /home/anon-ftp/pub has 
own by the super-user and the group anon-ftp. Any sub-directory under pub has same 
owner and group. The permission mode for pub is set 555 and this mode prevents 
from uploading the files. The pub directory stores files for the Internet public users to 
get some information or to download some public free software.
The creation of an inbound directory for uploading is a weak point. Any Internet site 
can upload Trojan horses or viruses program. Suppose the inbound directory for the 
upload is created than its owner is super-user and group is anon-ftp, while permission 
mode of the directory 1733. This permission mode allows anonymous users to create 
new files in the specified directory, but will not allow them to overwrite or delete 
existing files or view the contents of the directory.
8.6 FWTK Implementation
FWTK from (ftp.tis.com) and s/key protocols (ftp.thumper.bellcore.com) for OTP via 
ftp are downloaded on the bastion host in the different paths. As download is 
completed, the bastion host Internet site Interface (130.130.111.1) down by ifconfig 
e th l down command. The ping does not work from the bastion host to the Internet 
site or the Internet site cannot ping to the bastion host. The s/key program after 
modification in Makefile within / usr/src/skey is compiled to switch on OTP scheme 
(for the bastion host) supported by the authentication server (authsrv) of the FWTK. 
For FWTK Makefile, Makefile.config, and auth.h files are modified. After the 
modification with “cc” compiler FWTK (authsrv, tn-gw, rlogin-gw, ftp-gw, smap and 
smapd) are compiled on the bastion host in the path /fwtk. The executable images are 
placed with make install command in the protected path /usr/local/etc with mod 700. 
The mod 700 for path / usr/local/etc that no one except super-user can list or write 
anything within this path.
As a super-user bastion host /etc/services file is edited. The following entries are 






21/tcp # wu.ftpd server is available (entry is already presented)
22/tcp # port and protocol type for ftp-gw proxy gateway service
23/tcp # gateway entry for the telnet proxy server on port 23
24/tcp #  actual telnet service is available on port 24 
7777/tcp # authentication server for advanced authentication
The /etc/services file is closed, and another file /etc/inetd.conf is edited. The 
following entries written for telnet, ftp, finger, login, authsrv, and smap.
ftp  stream tcp nowait root /usr/local/etc/netacl wu. ftpd #ftpd invoked by netacl 
ftp-gw stream tcp nowait root /usrAocal/etc/ftp-gw ftp-gw #ftp gateway server 
tn-admin stream tcp nowait root /usrAocal/etc/netacl in.telnetd # actual telnet 
telnet stream tcp nowait root /usrAocal/etc/tn-gw # telnet gateway service 
authsrv stream tcp nowait root /usrAocal/etc/authsrv # authsrv is not under netacl 
login stream tcp nowait root /usrAocal/etc/rlogind-gw rlogind-gw # rlogind-gw 
finger stream tcp nowait daemon /usrAocal/etc/netacl infingerd #invoked by netacl 
smtp stream tcp nowait root/usrAocal/etc/smap smap# smap wrapper for smtp
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• Authentication Server (authsrv)
FWTK has an optional authentication daemon called authsrv, where daemon provides 
optional advanced authentication such as, s/key, Security Dynamics SecurelD, Enigma 
Logic Silver Card, and Digital Pathways Secure Net Key. The implementation of each 
above authentication protocols need some additional routines than authsrv can support 
for the different proto keys option. In the implementation only s/key authentication 
protocol is enabled on the bastion host.
The following entries in the netperm-table are uncommented such that, the bastion host 
to use authsrv, authsrv database, counts successful or unsuccessful attempts time, 
return authsrv attempts messages, and allows authsrv to authenticate the services at 
port 7777 where the authsrv is listening with TCP connection for the different 
clients/servers which are based on authentication procedure.
authsrv: permit-hosts 127.0.0.1 # localhost is authorised to use authsrv server
authsrv: database /usr/local/etc/fw-authdb # authsrv database is available 
authsrv: badsleep 300 # a sleep time for repeated bad logins value not be zero
#  authsrv nobugs true # returns error messages when users attempt for auth and fail 
#authsrv permit-hosts 130.130.64.1 # host 130.130.64.1 can use authsrv by authmgr 
*: authserver 127.0.0.1 7777 # *: means to authenticate services at port 7777
The authsrv database keeps record for each of the user. The authsrv invoked once per 
request and due care is paid to ensure that it locks its database to prevent corruption. 
The authsrv database is protected in the path /usr/local/etc such that except 
administrator no one can list its database.
The authsrv has client called authentication manager (authmgr). The client allows the 
administrator to access the services of authsrv. The authmgr connects to the authsrv 
and authsrv authenticating the authmgr user as a privileged user. The advantage of 
authmgr that the administrator from the remote site can connect to authsrv directly.
The authmgr due to security purposes is only allowed to connect to the authsrv from 
the bastion host under the control of the system administrator. The authsrv via “help” 
or “?” can show the number of acceptable commands. The authsrv from the path 
/usrAocal/etc is invoked as a super-user and two accounts with s/key protocol are 
created in the authsrv database for the future testing purposes.
• telnetd and tn-gw
The original telnet service is provided on port number 24 where tn-gw service is on 
port number 23 defined in /etc/services. The telnetd and tn-gw have following 










127.0.0.1 -exec /usr/sbin/in. telnetd 
130.130.64.1 -chroot /usr/sbin/in. telnetd 
* -exec /usrAocal/etc/tn-gw # tn-gw available 
130.130.64.79 -exec /bin/sh -I #  open hole
localhost 7777 # will authenticate tn-gw 
/ usrAocal/etc/fn-deny. txt 
/ usrAocal/etc/tn-welcome. txt 
/usrAocal/etc/tn-help. txt





#tn-gw permit-hosts * -auth
90 # time-out limit for connection setup
127.0.0.1 # localhost not authorised to use
130.130.110.* dest 130.130.64* -passok 
130.130.64.1 -dest 130.130.110. * -auth 
i-gw login service not open for everyone
From the rules file entry #netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts 127.0.0.1 -exec
/usr/sbin/in.telnetd means the localhost (bastion) is not authorised to use the actual 
telnet server via loopback address.
The entry netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts 130.130.64.1 -chroot /usr/sbin/in.telnetd 
means that any one who has account on the bastion can get shell login from 
(130.130.64.1) site by using command telnet linuxl 24. The open telnet service at 24 
port can be blocked if the administrator wish to get remote login on the bastion host 
via tn-gw by uncommenting or removing “ # ” from netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts
127.0.0.1 -exec /usr/sbin/in.telnetd entry.
The entry netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts * -exec /usr/local/etc/tn-gw means the tn-gw 
proxy at the bastion host available. When a user will enter the command telnet linuxl 
than tn-gw proxy will invoke at the bastion host. The proxy will ask for the username 
and the password to connect with the proxy tn-gw->.
If netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts 130.130.64.79 -exec /bin/sh -i entry is without “#“ 
means for host IP 130.130.64.79 tn-gw service at the bastion host will set its user ID 
before providing service to the specified host. This entry without comment “#” is an 
open security hole.
In tn-gw rules to allow each inbound connection to be authenticated the option in the 
/usr/local/etc/netperm-table tn-gw: authserver localhost 7777 must be uncommented 
(removed # character).
The option time-out in tn-gw is shorter that the user quickly get connection on the tn- 
gw without guessing the username and the password and the OTP key.
The entry # tn-gw: permit-hosts 127.0.0.1 means the localhost is not authorised to 
use the tn-gw proxy. For secure purposes this entry will be commented.
The tn-gw: permit-hosts 130.130.110* dest 130.130.64 * -passok allows the 
internal Internet (130.130.110.*) site that via tn-gw they can use the external Internet 
site as specified, even they can change their password at the destination host. The users 
do not know that the communication is via tn-gw to the Internet site because there is 
no any tn-gw-> prompt appeared, that the users from this prompt can make connection 
to the Internet site.
The tn-gw: permit-hosts 130.130.64.1 -dest 130.130.110* -auth allows the Internet 
site after successful authentication via tn-gw they can use the internal network 
(130.130.110.*) but not allowed to change their password.
If the #  tn-gw permit-hosts * -auth is uncommented than the inbound traffic is 
open from every site of the Internet for the internal protected Internet site.
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• rlogind and rlogind-gw
These services are exactly same as telnetd and tn-gw. The rlogind and rlogind-gw from 
any IP site are not allowed. However for the configuration purposes both services are 
tested from the internal and the external Internet site. The important entries relevant to 
rlogind-gw are uncommented in the /usr/local/etc/netperm-table and as shown below.
netacl-rlogind: permit-hosts 130.130.64.1 -chroot /usr/sbin/rlogind -a 
netacl-rlogind: permit-hosts * -exec /usr/local/etc/tn-gw 
rlogind-gw: time-out 90 # maximum time-out for connection setup
rlogind-gw: authserver localhost 777 # authsrv will authenticate the connection 
rlogin-gw: permit-hosts 130.130.110. * dest 130.130.64. * -auth -passok
• ftpd and ftp-gw
FWTK provides ftp-gw and a modified ftpd daemon. The available wu.ftpd is also 
very strong in logging, allowing and denying different kind of the users and the hosts.
The wu.ftpd and ftp-gw both have entry in the /etc services and the /etc/inetd.conf on 
the bastion host. The ftp-gw service is available on port 22 and acting as a gateway for 
the internal and the external Internet sites with chroot option.
There are the following configuration rules for access control of wu.ftpd and ftp-gw in 
/usr/local/etc/netperm-table.
#  netacl-ftpd: permit-hosts 127.0.0.1 -exec /usr/sbin/ wu.ftpd # actual ftp entry 
netacl-ftpd: permit-hosts *  -chroot/home/anon-ftp -exec /usr/sbin/wu.ftpd #anonymous service
#ftp-gw rules a re :
ftp-gw: authserver localhost 7777 # authsrv will authenticate ftp-gw connections 
ftp-gw: denial-msg /usr/local/etc/ftp-deny.txt # deny a message for untrusted site 
ftp-gw: welcome-msg/usr/local/etc/ftp-welcome.txt # welcome message 
ftp-gw: help-msg /usr/local/etc/ftp-help.txt #  get help for ftp-gw
ftp-gw: time-out 300 # maximum time-out limit for connection setup 
ftp -gw: permit-hosts 130.130.110. * -log {retr stor}
ftp-gw: permit-hosts 130.130.64. * -dest 130.130.110. * -authall -log {retr stor }
# ftp-gw: permit-hosts * -authall # if no “# ” ftp-gw will open for any site
The first entry # netacl-ftpd: permit-hosts 127.0.0.1 -exec /usr/sbin/ wu.ftpd if 
uncommented than ftp 0 or ftp localhost commands at the bastion host allow to 
connect to ftpd server. The administrator can still use the ftp client on the bastion to 
send and receive data any where after getting login via telnetd or tn-gw on the bastion 
host.
The entry netacl-ftpd: permit-hosts * -chroot /home/ anon-ftp -exec /usr/sbin/ 
wu.ftpd allows any site of the Internet can use anonymous ftp service at the bastion 
host with condition. The condition is that ftpd chroots to the /home/anon-ftp directory 
before permits access to any host. After the chroot is performed, the root of the 
restricted branch of the filesystems {/anon-ftp) is treated as the root and the 
anonymous users cannot go behind the anon-ftp directory. Without chroot when the 
ftp service starts, it will read the /etc/passwd file for the user authentication. Because 
ftpd has been chrooted to the /home/anon- ftp area, it will read the file /home/anon- 
ftp/etc/passwd, and not the main /etc/passwd file.
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The ftp-gw: authserver localhost 7777 means the authsrv at port 7777 will 
authenticate ftp-gw proxy services for the internal and the external sites of the 
Internet. Mostly inbound ftp services are authenticated.
The messages entries for ftp-gw, tn-gw, and rlogind-gw rules may be commented or 
uncommented depend on the type of message. However if the administrator writes 
system secure messages for each of the relevant file than it is good to uncomment all 
the messages files entries. If a relevant message file is not existing automatically the 
bastion system will generate a default message. The messages files usually keep in the 
path /usr/local/etc since it is protected path. In case of ftp-gw all messages files are 
uncommented on the bastion host.
The ftp-gw supports access control by user ID, source and destination IP addresses. 
All successful and unsuccessful connection attempts are logged to the syslogd, 
including times, date, source and destination IP addresses, and the number of bytes 
sent and received. The implementation of ftp-gw for network (130.130.110.*) has 
entry ftp-gw: permit-hosts 130.130.110. * -log {retr storf. This entry allows that 
every host users of the internal Internet (130.130.110.*) can use ftp service to any 
external site of the Internet via ftp-gw even without authentication verification at the 
server end, however transaction of each byte will log due to the security audit 
purposes. The authentication option does suit when the connection comes for the 
inbound protected site from the external Internet site.
The entry # ftp-gw: permit-hosts 130.130.64.* -dest 130.130.110.* -authall -log 
{retr stor } commented. If this entry in the implementation is uncommented than the 
Internet (130.130.64.*) site every host users are authorised to use ftp service for the 
internal protected Internet (130.130.110.*) after the successful authentication 
providing to the ftp-gw. If allowed hosts users successful authenticate according to the 
authsrv policy to the ftp-gw than they are allowed to connect to the specified 
destination. The ftp-gw will log all retrieve (retr) and store (stor) transaction to the 
syslogd. The -dest (destination) IP entry is optional.
The entry # ftp-gw: permit-hosts * -authall if uncommented than both the internal and 
the external sites of the Internet can make connection to each other via ftp-gw and 
transaction is not allowed until they will successfully authenticate to ftp-gw. After the 
successful authentication (auth) exchange of any byte will not log where it is against 
the security audit law.
• sendmail and SMTP wrappers
Instead of having a single sendmail’s UID that listens for the connections on port 25 
and delivers the mail into users’ mailboxes is not secure. The FWTK provides two 
programs smap and smapd, one to accept mail from the network and other to deliver it 
into the users’ mailboxes with the help of the sendmail or the other mail program.
Sendmail wrapper for the client is smap invoked from the /etc/inetd.conf by super­
server. The smap accepting messages over the network, and temporary writes the 
messages with SMTP envelope address in the specified directory for the future 
delivery. Even smap logs all the SMTP envelope information. The smap is forcing the 
external users contacting on TCP port 25 will no longer be able to execute the VRFY 
or EXPN commands of SMTP supported by the regular sendmail.
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The smapd daemon is a sendmail wrapper daemon. The smapd does not run chroot to 
a restricted directory. The smapd is responsible for scanning the smaps’ spool directory 
periodically and submitting the queued messages to sendmail or other program for the 
final delivery. As mail is delivered to sendmail or other program for the users’ mail 
files than smap’s spool area messages are deleted.
As a super-user /usr/local/etc/netperm-table is edited and the following entries are 
added in the table. These entries to specify the UID under which smap and smapd to 
run, where the spooled mail kept, where the executable is stored, where sendmail 
program is located, and where the bad mail messages go.
#Sendmail and SMTP Wrappers
smap, smapd: userid 6 # userid for smap and smapd from the /etc/passwd file 
smap, smapd: directory / var/spool/smap #smap writes messages & smapd scans it 
smapd: executable /usrAocal/etc/smapd #executable programs for mail
smapd: sendmail /usr/sbin/sendmail #assumes the use o f sendmail
smapd: baddir /var/spool/smap/bad # unreachable mail delivers in bad directory 
smap : time-out 3600 # if no time-out value is set smap never time-out a connection
The edited file after the above entries is closed and /var/spool/smap and 
/var/spool/smap/bad directories are created with chmod 700 and chown 6 on the 
bastion host. The userid “6” is taken from the /etc/passwd file which corresponds to 
the user mail. The userid 6 for smap and smapd must be same and must have write 
permission to the /var/spool directory.
The start-up script file /etc/rc.d/rc.M is edited. The option “-bd” flag is removed which 
causes the sendmail to run as a daemon. This change is preventing sendmail from 
listening to port 25 for inbound SMTP connection. Now the sendmail is only 
responsible to deliver all of the messages from /var/spool/mail/mqueue on a periodic 
basis.
As a super-user /etc/sendmail.cf file is edited and “Tmail” entry is written. The flag 
“T” stands for trusted users where Troot, Tdaemon, and Tuucp entries are already 
there in sendmail. cf. The Tmail entry causes the sendmail to respect the “from” 
address that smapd sets.
As a super-user /etc/rc.d/rc. local file is edited and shell script entry 
if [ -x /usr/local/etc/smapd]; then
echo ’’Starting sendmail wrapper daemon ( /usrAocal/etc/smapd)” ... 
/usrAocal/etc/smapd
f i
is written and this causes the smapd to run as daemon automatically at the system 
start-up time.
• finger daemon proxy
The bastion is only responsible to provide the answer to the finger clients. The 
in.fignerd daemon is modified on the bastion host such that it is invoked by the netacl 
and runs with the nobody user ID from the /etc/passwd file.
The bastion host is allowed to give the general information to the external Internet site 
users when they try to use finger service. The file finger.info or may be any file is
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created in the path /usr/local/etc and general information is written as “Welcome to the 
University of Wollogong Department of Computer Science NSW Australia”.
As a super-user /usr/local/etc/netperm-table file is edited and three entries are written 
and meaning of each entry specified.
netacl-fingerd : permits-hosts 130.130.110.* -exec / usr/sbin/in.fingerd
netacl-fingerd: permits-hosts * -exec /bin/cat /usrAocal/etc/finger. info
# netacl-fingerd: permits-hosts 130.130.64.1 -exec /usr/sbin/in.fingerd
The above written first entry allows the internal Internet users to use finger services at 
the bastion host only or any where on the external Internet site.
The second line of the above entry allows any external site to finger to the bastion host 
and the host using cat command to display the contents of finger.info file only.
The above third entry if uncommented the external Internet site host (130.130.64.1) or 
any is allowed to use the actual finger server at the bastion host.
• Syslogd
Logging is important to know whats’ happening on the bastion host. To configure all 
the authentication based daemons to use syslogd on the bastion host and never to 
allow any user to modify the logging results. The syslogd recorded the progress of 
mail and other daemons connections.
When syslogd starts up, it reads its configuration file /etc/syslog. conf and to determine 
what kinds of events it should log and where they should be logged. The syslog.conf 
configuration file has variation from system to system. The /etc/syslog.conf file on the 
bastion host is modified such that generated messages are only readable or write-able 
by the super-user. The following entries are written with “tab” function of the 
keyboard.
#*. err; kern, debug 
mail.debug









@ wraith, es. uow. edu. au
*
/dev/console
The first entry # *.err;kem.debug /dev/console if uncommented than causes all the 
error messages, and all kernel debug messages generated by the bastion host to be 
printed on the console if the console is a printer terminal, this will generate a 
permanent hardcopy.
The second entry mail, debug usr/adm/mail causes to log mail debug messages in the 
/usr/adm/mail file.
The third entry daemon;auth.notice;*.debug /usr/adm/messages causes the bastion 
host all notice messages from either the system daemons (ftpd, telnetd, rlogind, ftp-gw, 
tn-gw, rlogin-gw etc.), authorisation hosts and all kinds of debug messages to be 
appended to the file /usr/adm/messages.
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The #  Ipr. * / usr/adm/lpd-errs entry if uncommented than causes all the messages from 
the line printer system to be appended to the /usr/admApd-errs file. There is no any 
printed connected to the bastion host and due to this reason entry is commented.
The entry #  auth.* @wraith.cs.uow.edu.au if uncommented causes all authorisation 
messages to be sent to the host wraith which a remote host outside to the bastion host. 
This is not a secure step to transmit log message from the bastion host to any other 
remote host.
The #  *.emerg * entry if uncommented causes all emergency messages to be displayed 
on every local users’ terminal which is a weak point with respect to the system security 
policy.
8.7 Testing FWTK Installed Services
As due to changes for smapd program in the /etc/rc.d/rc.local the bastion host is 
rebooted. The routed daemon is noted during coming up the system. The routed 
daemon is successfully executed at the OS boot time. The interface ethl on the bastion 
did up by using ifconfig ethl up command and ping does work for both sites of the 
Internet. The above installed services are tested from both sites of the Internet.
• authsrv and authmgr
Temporary the entry netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts 127.0.0.1 -exec /usr/sbin/in.telnetd 
in the netperm-table is uncommented such that the command telnet localhost at the 
bastion host does work. The command telnet localhost 7777 is properly listening to 
the authsrv. Already two databases accounts are created in the path / usr/local/etc by 
executing authsrv and authmgr. The connection of authmgr is also making a fine 
connection the authsrv.
• telnet and tn-gw
On the bastion host the command telnet localhost is entered. The bastion host refuses 
the connection due to # netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts 127.0.0.1 -exec
/ usr/sbin/in.telnetd entry in the netperm-table.
From the bastion host telnet wraith does work and from wraith telnet linuxl 24 also 
does work due to the netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts 130.130.64.1 -chroot 
/ usr/sbin/in.telnetd with advanced authentication s/key OTP.
From the wraith host telnet linuxl is entered and bastion host asked for the username 
and the password due to the netacl-telnetd: permit-hosts * -exec /usr/local/etc/tn-gw 
entry and after successful authentication login prompt on the tn-gw -> is ok and from 
the tn-gw the command telnet localhost does not work due to # tn-gw: permit-hosts 
127.0.0.1 entry. However after getting a login prompt on tn-gw > than from tn-gw-> 
telnet command with remote-host IP does work for both sites of the Internet.
From wraith telnet linux2 command is entered and it does work due to the entry in 
netperm-table tn-gw: permit-hosts 130.130.64.1 -dest 130.130.110. * -auth and user 
can get login after successful authentication.
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From the linux3 command telnet wraith does work due to the entry tn-gw: permit­
hosts 130.130.110.* dest 130.130.64.* -passok and passwd also works on the 
destination server host.
An additional attempt from anatase (130.130.111.79) did make by using command 
telnet linuxl 24 and linuxl displayed a message that the remote host has closed the 
connection. The message is generated by the bastion host that the host name anatase is 
not authorised to use the bastion.
• rlogin and rlogin-gw
The command rlogin linuxl from wraith does not work due to the # netacl-rlogind: 
permit-hosts 130.130.64.1 -chroot /usr/sbin/rlogind -a where rlogin wraith from 
linuxl is ok. However rlogin-gw service is available at the bastion host from any site 
after successful authentication due to the entry netacl-rlogind: permit-hosts * -exec 
/usrAocal/etc/rlogin-gw.
From linux4 command rlogin wraith does work due to the entry login-gw: permit­
hosts 130.130.110.* dest 130.130.64.* -auth -passok.
• ftp and ftp-gw
On the bastion host command ftp 0 does not work due to # netacl-ftpd: permit-hosts 
127.0.0.1 -exec /usr/sbin/wu. ftpd  commented. The ftp wraith or ftp linux3 does 
work from the bastion host.
The command ftp linuxl from any where of the Internet site can make connection to 
the bastion for the anonymous ftp service due to netacl-ftpd: permit-hosts * -chroot 
/ home7 anon-ftp -exec /usr/sbin/wuftpd entry and anonymous wu.ftpd configuration. 
As a anonymous ftp user on the bastion host the command cd ~ does not work due to 
chroot option.
From linux3 command ftp wraith does work due to ftp-gw: permit-hosts
130.130.110. * -log fretr stor} where exchange of each byte and connection will test in 
the system audit and monitoring section.
The command ftp linux2 from wraith does work with authentication due to ftp-gw: 
permit-hosts 130.130.64. * -dest 130.130.110. * -authall -log {retr stor }.
• sendmail and smap/smapd
The mail on the bastion host is sent to the super-user and tested in the temporary 
directory / var/spool/smap. The sent mail is presented there and its final delivery to the 
super-user is ok. Also the command telnet linuxl smtp from linux2 does work on the 
bastion host and the bastion host does reply with 220 linuxl.cs.uow.edu.au 
SMTP/smap spoken Ready.
• finger information
From host linux2 command finger@ linuxl is entered and it does work fine only on 
the bastion host due to netacl-fingerd: permits-hosts 130.130.110* -exec 
/ usr/sbin/in.fingerd entry in the netperm-table. The finger does work for all the 
Internet site from the bastion.
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From wraith host command finger@linuxl does display the contents of the 
finger.info, where it a general message file available due to netacl-fingerd: permits- 
hosts * -exec /bin /cat /usrAocal/etc/finger.info entry in the netperm-table. The 
message is available only to the external or any untrusted Internet site.
8.8 Bastion Host Monitoring and Auditing
The firewall functional and performance testing could be performed internally by the 
developers and implementers. Penetration testing must be performed by an 
independent organisation with full access to documentation. The primary goal of a 
firewall is to prevent penetration by attackers. Whether this goal has been met needs to 
be determined by someone other than the firewall implementator.
The performance of the bastion host must be reflected in the log messages generated 
by the kernel and various daemons and utilities. These messages include information 
relevant to the system security policy.
FWTK provides enchanced logging facility by the netacl and the authsrv to the 
syslogd. In authsrv each user has a record containing
• Last login time
• Number of bad logins
• User’s group membership
• Type of authentication to perform with user
The bastion host command /usr/local/authmgr is executed and connected to the 
authsrv and record of two created accounts displayed and their intentional bad 
attempts counted.
In the path /usr/adm  most important log file utmp is tested by using command who 
/usr/adm/utmp displays the record of each user for login and logout with terminal 
name, username, hostname that the connection originated from, and the time that the 
user logged on or out.
The detail of different daemons and the other system messages are filed in the 
/usr/adm /m essages is edited and the different legal and the illegal activities are noted 
manually by reading the messages file.
8.9 Implementation Overview
The netacl does not exchange any data with the Internet clients or servers process, so 
that the risk of the software bugs is extremely small. The netacl provides a good way 
to protect rshd and rlogind services where these services lookup the /etc/hosts.equiv 
and the -/.rhosts files.
The anonymous ftpd and ftp-gw both pose no threat to the security of the bastion host. 
The anonymous ftpd runs under netacl with chrooted and it has no any directory for 
world write-able. The ftp-gw runs chrooted to an empty directory and does no file I/O 
other than reading its configuration file.
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The administrator via tn-gw runs the command telnet localhost 24 than to connect the 
bastion host telnetd. The tn-gw poses no threat to the security of the bastion host itself 
since it runs chrooted to a restricted directory.
The finger service on the bastion for the external Internet site just display a general 
message else nothing. This message is provided by the finger server under the control 
of netacl with user ID nobody.
The smap and smapd addresses the problems of SMTP threat to the system. Smap and 
smapd isolating the mailers so that it runs in a restricted directory via chroot as an 
unprivileged users. When a remote host connects to the SMTP port the bastion host 
system invokes smap, which immediately chroots to its restricted directory and sets its 
user ID to an unprivileged one. Mail spoofing addresses and messages threat is not 
covered by smap and smapd. They do not address any issues relating to mail spoofing 
or denial of service attacks via mail. The smap and smapd primary purpose is to 
insulate a notoriously buggy programs which has been implicated in many break-ins in 
the past.
Everything within inside of the bastion is secure but outside of the bastion host nothing 
is secure. SSL and SHTTP can provide end-to-end encrypted transaction for the 
different services. SSL, packet-filtering, and SOCKS provide very high level of the 
Internet security, while PGP can be used for protection and integrity of the files or the 
mail messages transfer with authentication, reliability, and confidentiality.
However, for ftp and mail messages integrity and authenticity is important, for that an 
end-to-end link interface is designed and implemented that does work between the two 
UNIX based hosts.
8.10 Secure Link Interface (SLI)
The basic purpose of SLI to provide integrity and authenticity of messages transmitted 
between the two hosts. SLI is tested between the two UNIX based networks hosts and 
transmitted messages are verified with respect to integrity and authentication. The 
approach of SLI to give direction to the Internet security implementor to introduce a 
standard authentication server which authenticates all the inbound packets with 
respect to the origin of the connection and provides the integrity and protection of 
packets at the TCP/IP Internet layer. If the packets with respect to integrity, 
authenticity, and origin are valid will pass to the higher layers or to the proper clients 
else kill them and generated only log report at the application layer for the audit 
administrative purposes.
The challenge of providing adequate protection in the Internet environment is closely 
related to both the secrecy and the authentication methods. The need for providing the 
authenticity arises in many different situations and it is especially crucial when a user 
operates from a remote terminal on the Internet. Two different cases can be 
distinguished the user authentication and the message authentication. User 
authentication can be made either directly when a user’s specific characteristics are 
checked, or indirectly when a unique secret piece of information is proved to be in the 
user’s possession. In fact the indirect user authentication is equivalent to the message 
authentication. Message authentication relies upon imposing a prearranged structure 
for the message.
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One way for message authentication and secrecy using encryption. The encryption 
based on RSA is strong but slow in speed as compared to DES. RSA additionally need 
authentication for a message secrecy which is provided by using digital signature.
SLI is designed that transmits and receives the messages or files between the two 
hosts by using Transport Layer Interface (TLI) where TLI for communication over 
the Internet using TCP or UDP protocol. The SLI using TCP for secure and large 
volume of communication.
The SLI program is a menu oriented asked the different options at the different 
situation. The file in shape of message is provided to SLI and SLI applying MD5 or 
HAVAL as the choice is provided by the user. The hashed resulted for the message is 
calculated. The hashed result is treated as an input for DES with secret key. The 
calculated DES result is treated as a unique signature of the sender. The signature is 
attached to the actual messages. The message with signed is ready to transmit by the 
two choice one is mail and other is SLI. In case of SLI the destination hostname or IP 
address with the port is entered by the sender. The localhost will try to establish the 
link with the remote host, if the link is established the message is transmitted. In case 
of failure the connection of SLI than again SLI confirms the remote hostname and port 
if still fail than the user via mail can transfer the signed message. If the SLI connection 
is established the user can transfer many signed messages or either to receive the 
response from the remote host.
In case of response the localhost or the remote host can receive each transmitted 
message, than processed it or can gathered the whole received messages and than 
processed each message with respect to the ticket, DES key, and hashed results. The 
selection of choice to receive each message or gathered the messages than processed 
is upto the user. From each received message the plaintext and the signed part 
extracted. The extracted part is treated as a ticket and this attached ticket to the 
message is verified by the Ticket Manager Database Centre (TMDC). The verification 
of the ticket is based such that the ticket is not already used. If the ticket is already 
used the current extracted plaintext message is washed and in the system auditing area 
file named “messages” the sender IP address, IP connection date and time, ticket, and 
ticket processing time with short message is stored. If the ticket is ok than with the 
secret DES key, the ticket is unencrypted. Suppose the DES key is wrong than again 
like ticket a message with sender’s identification is stored in the system auditing area 
and the current message is washed. If the DES key is successful than the plaintext 
message is hashed by MD5 or HAVAL depending on the unencrypted hashed bytes 
result of the DES. The calculated hashed and unencrypted hashed result of DES are 
compared. If both the results are same than the message is displayed. The same result 
indicated the integrity of the message. Suppose hashed result and DES result are not 
same than the current message is washed and a report with sender’s indication write to 
the localhost system auditing area. The ticket, DES key, and hashed result process 
continue for the whole gathered messages.
The advantage of gathered messages increased the receiving capability of the host, as 
the host can transmit many messages and the receiver host can receive many messages 
quickly without any delay in the transmission.
At the end again user can transmit more messages or can read more response from the 
remote host. The last option for quitted is also exist within the SLI menu.
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The advantage of the above SLI that the user can directly transmitted their signed 
message with integrity and authenticity. There are three different checks imposed on a 
each message or packet. The first check is about the ticket, second check about the 
DES key, and third check about the integrity of message by the hashed function. The 
main secrecy of the SLI depends upon the DES private key. If the key is lost or any 
one party compromised for the key to others than secrecy of SLI is meaningless.
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9. Results Of Experiments Conducted
9.1 List of Experiments Files
Each different steps the below OS and experiments based files are modified.
• / etc/services
•  /e tc/inetd .conf
•  /usrAocal/etc/netperm-table
• /etc/ftpusers (block the access of ftp service for super-user (root), daemon and news)
• /etc/passw d  (in Linux no /etc/shadows file is available, all concerning in /etc/passwd)
• /e tc /ttys  (within Linux there is ttys file in place of ttytabs)
• /etc/networks (keeping netid for IP and network name)
• /etc/rc.dJrc. * (within Linux two important files rc.inetl & rc.inet2)
• /etc/syslogd.conf
•  /etc/hosts
•  / etc/sendm ail.cf
•  / usrAocal/etc & /etc
•  / var/spool/m ail
•  /var/spool/mail/mqueue
•  /usrAib/cron/crontabs
The modification in each file is done according to the requirement of the secure Internet 
systems administration. All above files are playing important role from the system security 
point of view. The illegal alteration of any from the above files are against the security 
policy of the system and may create a security loop hole in the bastion host, so the 
attackers can bypass this gateway.
9.2 Regular Inspection of the Bastion Host
The bastion host reflects the level of security in the entire network. A tiny configuration 
error can leave a hole in the defence and open the host for attack from outside of the 
Internet anytime. As long as the bastion host remains secure the LAN is protected against 
any illegal access initiated from the Internet side.
It is much easier to exploit the security holes from inside a host than from outside of the 
Internet. With super-user status an attacker could install a password snifter or malicious 
software, like a backdoor or trapdoor.
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The dial-in or dial-out facility within the internal protected Internet site is not coherent 
with security policy of the bastion host. Therefore dial-in and dial-out must take into 
account.
Some additional security tools are freely available over the Internet via ftp or http. They 
are very helpful to check the system and to examine or scan the bastion host activities 
including the disk processing. For example watcher is a tool that monitors a host and 
alerts the host administrator in the event when the disk drives begin to fill up, or processes 
use too much CPU. Also the package, Computer Oracle and Password System (COPS), 
checks for common UNIX security vulnerabilities. Additionally Tripwire tool will monitor 
the integrity of user-selected files and directories on the UNIX system. The tool will 
detect and report to the system administrator any changes, addition, or deletions to these 
files.
The administrator can also use Security Profile Inspector (SPI) tool which performs 
security assessments of UNIX. The SPI reporting system configuration vulnerabilities, bad 
passwords, and violations of system file integrity. Of particular interest to information 
server administrators, the SPI tool will maintain a database of the secure checksums for 
the specified system directories and will alert the administrator for any changes to the 
contents of those directories.
Security Analysis Tool for Auditing Networks (SATAN) is a comprehensive vision of the 
security tool. SATAN remotely probes and reports various bugs and weaknesses in the 
network services. SATAN consists of several sub-programs, each of which is an 
executable file that tests a hosts for the given potential weakness.
9.3 Auditing Result of Bastion Host
The major experiment is conducted in Chapter 8. It has two important parts one is 
implementation of the proxy based firewall and other is concerning to the message 
authentication procedure.
The auditing results of the bastion host attached on page 93 and 94. The message 
authentication result is a comparison of the different sizes of message transmitted between 
the source and the destination host, and then authenticated. In this comparison different 
techniques are adapted. First of all the whole messages (at least five message each of size 
1024 bytes) are transmitted between the source and the destination host. At the 
destination each message regarding DES, MD5, and HAVAL are authenticated. From this 
authenticated result (based on coding) speed of same size messages measured for DES, 
MD5, and HAVAL. The speed of DES is less than MD5 and HAVAL, while MD5 coding 
speeding is less than HAVAL. Additionally, authentication of the gathered messages at 
the destination increased the efficiency of the receiving host as compared to the each 
message transmitted and then to be authenticated at the destination.
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T e ln e t-G w  an d  T e ln e td  A c tiv itie s :
Sep 16 15:37:47 linuxl tn-gw[243] : permit host=linux2.cs.uow.edu.au /130.130.111.2 
use of gateway
Sep 17 09:34:27 linuxl tn-gw[632] : auth _recv challenge Challenge ”695540”:
Sep 17 09:34:28 linuxl tn-gw[632]: auth .send response ”
Sep 17 09:34:28 linuxl tn-gw[632]: auth _recv Permission Denied.
Sep 17 09:35:00 linuxl tn-gw[632]:auth _recv challenge Skey Challenge: s/key 661 H22240
Oct 11 14:22:48 linuxl tn-gw(10144]: permit host=wraith.cs.uow .edu.au/130.130.64.1 use 
of gateway
Sep 16 15:52:26 linuxl netacl[26l] : permit host=linux3.cs.uow.edu.au/130.130.1 10.3 
service=telnetd execute= /usr/local/e tc/tn-gw
F T P -G w  an d  F T P d  A ctiv itie s :
Oct 11 14:22:42 linuxl ftp-gw[10143]: permit host = wraith.cs.uow.edu.au/130.130.64.1 use 
of gateway
Oct 11 14:22:42 linuxl ftp-gw[10143]: fwtksyserr: cannot display welcome /u sr/local/e tc  
/f tp -welcome.txt: No such file or directory
Nov 11 22:59:06 linuxl ftpd[4822]: USER hussain 
Nov 11 22:59:16 linuxl ftpd[4822]: PASS password 
Nov 11 22:59:17 linuxl ftpd[4822]: SYST 
Nov 11 22:59:26 linuxl ftpd[4822]: TY PE Image .
Nov 11 22:59:38 linuxl ftpd[4822]: PORT
Nov 11 22:59:38 linuxl ftpd[4822j: STOR httpd.conf
Nov 11 22:59:54 linuxl ftpd[4822): QUIT
A u th e n tic a t io n  C lie n t/S e rv e r  A ctions:
Apr 2 15:37:44 linuxl authmgr[5765]: auth _recv Authsrv ready. (V I.3)
Sep 17 09:36:31 linuxl authsrv[633]: AUTHENTICATE hussain (tn-gw linux2.cs.uow.edu.au 
/1 3 0 .130.111.2)
Sep 17 09:34:27 linuxl authsrv[633]: BADAUTH hussain (tn-gw Iinux2.cs.uow.edu.au 
/1 3 0 .130.111.2)
Oct 11 14:22:54 linuxl authsrv[10145]: BADAUTH sjlOl (tn-gw wraith.cs.uow.edu.au 
/1 3 0 .130.64.1)
Apr 3 22:46:16 linuxl authsrv[6768]: BADAUTH q (rlogin-gw linux4.cs.uow.edu.au 
/1 3 0 .130.110.4)
Apr 3 22:46:16 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth _recv challenge Challenge ”989613” :
Apr 3 22:46:19 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth _send response ”
Apr 2 15:38:15 linuxl authmgr[5765j: auth jsend wiz kmr02
Apr 2 15:38:15 linuxl authmgr[5765j: auth _recv Permission Denied.
R lo g in -G w  Service:
Apr 3 22:45:58 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth _recv Authsrv ready. (V I.3)
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Apr 3 22:46:03 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth .send authorize hussain ’rlogin-gw 
linux4.cs.uow.edu.au/130.130.110.4’
Apr 3 22:46:03 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth _recv password
Apr 3 22:46:11 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth ^send response ’lUckkhan’
Apr 3 22:46:11 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth _recv Permission Denied.
Apr 3 22:46:16 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth _recv challenge Challenge ”989613” : 
Apr 3 22:46:19 linuxl rlogin-gw[6767]: auth jsend response ”
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10. Conclusions and Internet Firewalls 
Future
10.1 Further Implementation Directions
Web server and Usenet are very popular Internet services. At the movement these services 
are not available within this Linux based network.
Two most popular httpd are National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) or 
Nuclear European Research Center (CERN). Both are publicly available for UNIX 
platform. The CERN httpd (CERN-HTTP 3.0 A is final version in C Language) also can 
act as proxy server. It provides protection against unauthorised access and automatically 
generates hypertext view of directory tree.
To install Web server with its client than there are different options. The first suitable 
option is to install the httpd with ServerType StandAlone as specified in httpd.conf 
configuration file by ServerType directive command and the suitable location for httpd 
with respect to the bastion host as below.
External Internet site Internal Internet site (130.130.110.*)
Internet site
T i r
Web''Server bastion host Internal Internet site’-..
Î* (LAN has Internet connection with bastion host & Web server IP interfaces)
The Web server host is in front of the bastion host. It is very open for the Internet users. 
The Web server will delete or block all the Internet services except Web server and Web 
client.
Server’s home directory is specified via ServerRoot directive command must be protected 
and httpd port is defined httpd.conf file with the Port directive command and usually port 
is 80. The httpd user ID and Group ID must be nobody from the /etc/passwd system area 
file. No any directory of httpd is write-able except the super-user.
The internal Internet protected site via bastion http-gw will access the services of the Web 
server. The bastion again will modify to run http-gw service by preserving the old
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configuration of netperm-table. The compilation of http-gw does not effect the authsrv 
and its data bases.
The above option is not more secure for httpd. The second choice is to runs Web server 
on the bastion host under control of super-server. Than again to modify the bastion 
FWTK configuration for httpd and writing the relevant entries for http-gw in the netperm- 
table for the access control privileges.
The third option Web server runs on the bastion host instead of FWTK services, and also 
run SSL, packet-filtering, and SOCKS packages. This configuration is more time 
consuming and more reliable for Web server as well as Web clients since SSL provides 
integrity, authenticity, reliability, and privacy both for the client/server.
The fourth option for Web server to run on linux2 host which is behind the bastion host. 
This is a poor choice for Web server since Web clients which require a direct Internet 
connection, will not work very well from behind the firewall.
For the Usenet services runs nntp service at the bastion host. There is no need to modify 
any FWTK service only to compile plug-gw of FWTK and makes a configuration for nntp 
in the netperm-table.
10.2 Firewalls Weak-Points
Firewall cannot protect against viruses. There are too many ways of encoding the binary 
files for transfer over the networks. In other words, a firewall cannot replace security 
consciousness on the part of the users.
In general, a firewall cannot protect against the data driven attack. The attacks in which 
something is mailed or copied to an internal host where it is then executed by a privileged 
user.
A firewall may only be secure at a point in time. New, undiscovered vulnerabilities, 
changes in the configurations and even new attackers techniques may weaken a firewall’s 
effectiveness.
Firewall does not provides alarm management system routines. The alarm management 
system should provide timely notification of any serious conditions. However implemented 
firewall displaying a comprehensible history of the relevant events and shows which 
events represent the critical errors and which are part of the normal firewall activity.
10.3 Firewalls Future
The existing proxy based servers are strong in each aspects except speed. The speed of the 
existing proxy servers are slow and people are looking for fast and quick response in the 
secure way. There is also a major limitation of application level gateway proxy is that if 
some new service becomes available on the Internet at large, it will not be available to 
local users until a specialised proxy application is written, which takes the time.
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There are different possibilities for the firewall future depending on the networking and 
internetworking style, their speed, hardware and software media.
With existing TCP/IP one feature is Graphical User Interface (GUI) or Object-Oriented 
Transparent Proxying (OOTP) to deal with updates in a more intuitive way, as opposed 
to editing script or configuration files by hand. The GUI firewall will also allow for the 
remote configuration and auditing by means of various protocols, including SMTP, FTP, 
HTTP, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) with strong advanced 
authentication and encryption.
The second possibility is about the proxy firewall with SNMP. The SNMP can provide 
plug and play firewall with the existing TCP/IP Internet standard. The existing SNMP 
provides a way for the devices and the console to communicate. The Internet Engineering 
Task Force (IETF) documents that defined SNMP became an Internet standard. SNMP 
originally developed to manage IP based network equipment like routers and bridges and 
now extended to wiring hubs, switches, workstations etc. The protocol is designed to 
allow network managers to obtain information from the gateways, routers, and other 
network objects. It also allows these objects to be reconfigured dynamically.
SNMP management has three components. The first component is the Structure of 
Management Information (SMI), which is a sort of toolkit for creating a Management 
Information Base (MIB). The SMI identifies the permissible data types and spells out the 
rules for naming and identifying MIB components. It defines the structure of the SNMP 
naming mechanism. The MIB, which represents the second component of SNMP, is a 
layout or schema for information relevant to managing networks and their component 
devices. The third component, which the SNMP itself defines, is the different possible 
payloads or Protocol Data Units (PDUs) that form the legitimate management messages.
The third future option firewall lies someplace between the packet-filtering and the proxy 
level firewalls. It is likely that packet-filtering firewall will become increasingly aware of 
the information going through them, and proxy level firewall will become increasingly low 
level and transparent. The end result will be a fast packet-screening system that logs and 
audits packets as they pass through. The packet-screening system will also establish an 
end-to-end encryption, so that they may protect the traffic passing between them over the 
Internet.
The third option is now existing with end-to-end encryption can be used with multiple 
points of the Internet connectivity to use the Internet as a private backbone without 
worrying about their packets or passwords being sniffed. The existing IP (IPv4) version 4 
is replacing by IPng (Internet Protocol next generation) is being developed by the 
internetwork community as a network-layer protocol. The IETF named IPng as IPv6. The 
design of IPv6 solves the IPv4 addressing problem by a new addressing scheme, 
supporting powerful new routing functionality and automatic system configuration 
capabilities which allow the plug-and-play. Noted that IPv6 provides security functions 
(privacy and authenticity), mobile computing support, and quality-of-service support for 
the multimedia applications. The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) also supports 
IPv6 in order to provide Quality-of-Service (QoS) to the applications. RSVP allows
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administrators to assign priority to certain types of traffic and reserve bandwidth for the 
specific applications over IPv6.
As the future of the Internet will treat the Internet users to a host of eagerly awaited 
capabilities: live, high-quality video; virtual reality; on-screen video conferencing; faster 
data transfer; more powerful Web authoring tools; more sophisticated search engines; 
increased security; and even better browsers. In addition, computer users, aided by tiny 
microphones and cameras, will take a giant step beyond electronic mail, seeing each other 
live on-screen and hearing each other over speakers. Providing these capabilities will be an 
alphabet soup of new protocols and technologies, some of which are emerging even now. 
Asynchronous Transform Mode (ATM) networking fulfil all these above Internet feature.
ATM is viewed as one of the dominant networking technologies for the coming decade. It 
will be widely used within LANs as well as WANs.
The future of the existing firewalls possibly based on ATM networking and IPv6 protocols 
communication. One possibility is that IPv6 will give a new life to routers/switches and 
routers/switches will become internetworking standard while ATM will become 
networking standard. The other possibility is that the existing networking technologies 
and ATM will use IPv6.
The over all conclusions are:
• TCP/IP are more mature over the Ethernet.
• Existing TCP/IP proxy based firewalls are slow in speed.
• ATM will become the networking standards.
• TCP/IPv6 will become the internetworking standards.
• TCP/IPv6 will give a new life to routers/switches and will become a packet-filtering 
firewall.
Note more description about ATM and IPv6 are available in Appendix A section A2.
A p p e n d ix  A : Existing  and  Advanced
Netw orking
A1 Existing Network Technologies
A l . l  IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet)
• Bus or Tree configuration
• Broadcasting technology
• Media usually coaxial (baseband) cable
• CSMA/CD access control protocol embedded
• Bandwidth (total transmission capacity of the media) 10 Mpbs
• Maximum frame size (MTU) of each host on the media is 1490 bytes
• Maximum distance between two connecting node can be 500 meter
• Maximum nodes upto 200 can be connected on the LAN
Drawbacks
• Quality of voice traffic may not be fined due to less bandwidth
• Eavesdropping/wiretapping is easy due to broadcasting nature
A1.2 IEEE 802.4 (Token Bus)
• Logical ring and physical bus
• Broadband technology
• Accessed method is via Token
• Bandwidth is same as CSMA/CD
• Improvement in CSMA/CD method
A1.3 IEEE 802.5 Token Ring
• Communication media usually broadband coaxial cable
• Token embedded for access control
• Token header is usually 24-bit
•  Bandwidth 16 Mbps
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• Maximum frame size 4,500 bytes
• Upto 260 number of nodes can be connected on a single LAN and maximum distance 
between two node can be 100 meters
Drawback
• Failure of any node path can break the accessed of other nodes due to single ring
• Token may be corrupted due to noise or failure of path and monitoring node is 
needed to regenerate the Token






FDDI (Time Based Token Access Protocol)
FDDI MAC SMT
• frame format
• issues & captures tokens
• control timers
• monitors the ring
(Station Management)
Interacting ( MAC, PHY, PMD 




• SYN & handshaking
PMD(Physical Media Dependent) 
• point-to-point link protocol
• Media optical fiber cable
• Dual ring configuration
• Bandwidth 100 Mbps
• Provides multimedia means different traffic data and voice can travel at the same time
• MTU is 4,500 bytes and supporting packet-switching network
• Maximum connecting number of nodes are upto 500
• Distance between each connected node can be 2 Kilo-meter
• FDDI I does not provide fixed bandwidth for voice traffic except FDDI II
• FDDI H provides circuit-switching network and automatic error recovery system
• Dual Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) is connection-oriented replacing FDDI in Australia
• QPSX an Australian company handling DQDB
• DQDB datagram is transmitted by a host on the ring greater than the bandwidth of 
the media and the datagram is broken into two buses and both buses start their 
journey in opposite direction to each other and arrived at the destination to get 
one bus called a single datagram
• DQDB touching the approach of ATM with respect to bandwidth and speed
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Advantages of FDDI
• Fiber optic cable free from noisy environment
• Eavesdropping/wiretapping is very difficult
Drawback of FDDI
• FDDI uses a token passing which is source of delay
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A2 Advanced Networking
A2.1 ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) Networking










Class C Class D
(normal data services)
Time between source & destination constant time delay not required
Bit Rate (CBR/ABRWBR/UBR) constant variable
Connection mode connection ( c )-oriented c-less
Trans
Dlink
ATM Adaptation Layer(AAL) AAL1 AAL2 AAL3/4 AAL3/4
(basic function of AAL) (AAL5 supporting AAL3/4 for 1
resolving IP with the help of Ar
ligh speed data and also 
[MARP protocol)
Convergence SAR (Segmentation & Reassembling!
/
•  providing a uniform interface for mixing the different requirements of voice, video, 
and data traffic by defining a Quality of Services (QoS)
ATM Layer (AL) ( AL network layer like IP layer)
• flow control between two communicating devices
• cell header generation/extraction for transmitting or receiving
• virtual path (VP) & virtual channel connection (VC) management
• cell multiplexing/demultiplexing is taken at the ATM switches
Phys Transmission Convergence (TC)
• cell rate decoupling (insert idle cells at sender & removes them at receiver end 
to maintain the established circuit for the next transmission)
• HEC field of the cell is generated for header checksum of each packet
• frame for each cell with data and hardware address is prepared at the source machine 
for the destination
PMD (Physical Medium Dependent)
• interface to actual cable & favorite media is Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET)
• Constant Bit Rate (CBR) like telephone call
• Variable BR (VBR) like electronic mail service
• Available BR (ABR) like browsing Web server
• Unspecified BR (UBR) like news via NNTP
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A2.1.1 ATM Cell Form at







+ DATA 48 Byte
TOTAL CELL 53 BYTES
• GFC (Generic Flow Control) supports ATM host to terminal or ATM host to host
• VPI (Virtual Path Id) established logical path
• VCI (Virtual Channel Id) defined routing
• PTI (Playload Type Indicator) indicates administrative or user data
• CLP (Cell Loss Priority) CPL= 1 is discarded and CPL =0 cell has priority for 
congestion in network traffic
• HEC (Header Error Control) error detection and error correction of cell header only
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A2.1.2 How does VCI and VPI work













VCI 19. 26. 39
PCI = VCI + VPI 
PCI defined VLAN 








Each Virtual Channel (VC) has a Identifier called VCI 
VC connected to each other form Virtual Path (VP)
Each VP has an Identifier called VPI
VCI and VPI together form a Protocol Connection Identifier(PCI) 
PCI is used to identify a connection, and defining routing 
PCI defined a Virtual LAN (VLAN) which is a trusted 
LAN between two LANs_________________________________
ATM Network Advantages
• ATM provides multimedia and multicasting (one source transmitting for many 
destinations)
• ATM has 52 to 622 Mbps bandwidth & low delay (no hijacking of the packets)
• ATM cell delivery is in order due to ATM switching techniques
• ATM also digital network since the cell is transmitted in bits
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A2.2 Future of Packet Filtering Firewall Looking Bright
(Existing IP (IPv4) is replacing by IPv6 called IPnext generation)
IPv6 Basic Header + O ptional Extension H eader
1 4 5 8 9 16 32
Version (4-bit) 
(indicates IPv6)
Priority (4-bit)  ̂ —^ ^ F lo w  
(for congestion control — -, 
1-7 low priority (p) & 8-15 high p 
eg: 1- for news, 4- for ftp, & 6- telnet'
Label (24-bit)
(for future use and routers 
perform special handling on 
each datagram/packet)
Playload Length (16-bit 
(concerning about IPv6 
header and plus data)
Next Header (8-bit) 
(indicates about the extension 
leader, and next coming header 
^^^efecre
Hop Limit (8-bit)
(starts from 255 and decreased 
decreased on each hop and 
ased limit > 0 else data discarded)
Source IP Address (16-byte) where IPv4 has 4 byte in length 
Destination IP Address (16-byte) where IPv4 has 4 byte in length
Hop-by-Hop-Option (variable {var} length)
(if used than supports datagram >64 KB and in case the datagram is < 64 KB than it will be discarded)
Routing Optional (var length)
(count the list & addresses of visited one or more routers upto the destination gateway or hosts
Fragment Optional (8-bit) length
(IPv4 just transmitting host can fragment datagram, here each receiving router can fragment the 
datagram if needed)
Authentication Optional (var length) & has following components:
Next Header (8-bit) Length (8-bit) Reserved (16-bit)
• Next Header gives information about the ESP and destination option
• Length field identifies about total length of authentication used
• Reserved field is used for future use
SPI (Security Parameter Index)
SPI identifies a security association either MD5 or some else algorithm is used for 
authentication
Authentication Data (whole no. of 32-bit words in length)
ESP (Encrypted Security Payload)
(Provides privacy for a datagram/packet by using any encryption algorithm and default is DES)
Destination Option (var length) (Any special instruction to the destination host or routers/gateways)
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IPv6 Advantages
• Allowing to send confidential message
• Protecting against IP spoofing
• Avoiding the traffic analysis from hop-by-hop checking




























Access Control File 
Acknowledgment 
Abstract Syntax Notation 
Address Resolution Protocol 
Asynchronous Transform Mode 
ATM Address Resolution Protocol
Base-wide Area Network
Booting Protocol
Berkeley Internet Name Domain
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
Kilo-byte
Campus-wide Area Network 
Cipher Block Chaining 
Cipher Feedback
Computer Oracle and Password System 
Central Processing Unit
Carrier Sense Multiple Method Access/Collision Detection
Data Communication Equipment 
Data Encryption Standard 
Domain Names Services 
Dual Queue Dual Bus 
Data Terminal Equipment
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E
ECB Electronic Code Book Mode
F
FDDI Fiber Distributed Data Interface
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Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineering
Internet Engineering Task Force
Internet Control Message Protocol
International Data Encryption Algorithm
Input/Output







Local Area Networks 










Medium Access Control 
Metropolitan Area Network 
Message Digest
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension 
Megabyte per second 
Maximum Transfer Unit 
Mail eXchanger








































Network File System 
Network Information System 
Network Node Interface 
Network News Transport Protocol
Output Feed Back
Object-Oriented Transparent Proxying 
Operating System 










Programmable Read Only Memory
Reverse ARP 
Random Access Memory 
Remote Procedure Call 
Resource Reservation Protocol
Services Access Points
Security Analysis Tool for Auditing Networks
Standardized Generalized Markup Language
Secure Link Interface
Serial Line Internet Protocol
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Sub Network Access Protocol




























Transmission Control Protocol/Intemet Protocol 
Trivial File Transfer Protocol 
Trusted Information Systems Firewall Tools Kit 
Transport Layer Interface
User ID
User Datagram Protocol 
User Network Interface 
Uniform Resource Locator 
UNIX to UNIX Copy
Virtual Channel Identifier 
Virtual LAN 
Virtual Path Identifier 
Virtual Terminal
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